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Career Counseling and Summer Jobs

Could They Do Better?
by Bill Adler
One aspect of the Career
Counseling Office's function at
Trinity involves aiding students in
the arduous task of locating a
summer job. Presently, three staff
members in the office give such
assistance. These include the
director of Career Counseling,
Christopher Shinkman, and two
new staff members, Betsy Palmieri,
a full-time replacement for Jean
King, and Peter Dipasquali, a
graduate intern.

Fridav night was Casino Night and it gave scholars the opportunity
to bring out the fancy tweeds and fake stogies. Betting was brisk
and a good time was had by most.
by Myron Gudz

Will on Washington

h

by Eric Samuelson
Big-time Washington news
reporting brought a large crowd to
hear Pulitzer
Prize-winning
columnist and TV commentator
George F. Will '62 in the
Washington Room last Thursday
evening. Will, whose syndicated
column appears in the Washington
Post and Newsweek, chose as his
topic "Washington Journalism: The
Problem Isn't Bias."
Citing Yogi Bera's remark that
"you can observe a lot by just
watching," Will said he had
concluded after several years in
Washington that intentional bias
isn't the biggest problem in the
news media. He stated that the
major inadequacies in news
reporting stem from the structure
"nd complexity of government and
the technology and the news
business.
In Will's view, public anxiety
about Washington journalism is
n
°t a new phenomenon; the power
°f 'he press has been debated ever
since the Founding Fathers set up
^ government. Power, if taken as
toe ability to intentionally shape
eve
nts, is difficult to measure. Will
emphasized the difference between
P°wer and its consequences.
Will argued that the press is
.usy and too professional to be
'"tentionally biased most of the
'roe. Comparing news reporting
*"h advertising, he felt that the
}*? of both are much more
um
>ted than is generally believed.

The emergence of television as
a news medium has dramatically
altered the debate on the power of
the press. Since the 1960's, three
major events have demonstrated
the role of the press: Vietnam,
student unrest, and the Watergate
scandal. Will felt that in each of
these cases the power of the news
media to intentionally shape events
had been exaggerated. He cited the
small number of reporters
originally covering Watergate, the
fact that the Vietnam War dragged
on for years despite wide news
coverage and mounting opposition,
and the press' need to present both
sides of campus unrest.
In
his experience
in
Washington, Will found that his
columns had only once directly
affected public debate. He had
luckily argued against the
establishment of a national
firefighting academy which was,
much to his dismay, nonetheless
passed by Congress. However, Sen.
Thomas Eagleton later announced
that he had been influenced by
Will's column and would have
voted against the bill — if he hadn't
been away on vacation.
Only a small fraction of the
1,800 newspapers in the country
has a Washington staff. Will stated
that because the size and complexity of the government has
grown much faster than the news
business, government has an increasing power to define news
cont. onp. 3

Shinkman explained that when
an individual sesks his advice, he
tells them what sort of basic job
opportunities are available and the
techniques for getting jobs and
being interviewed. Shinkman
pointed out that his function as a
counselor is primarily to assist with
the latter of these two functions
and that the actual location of a job
is more of a student responsibility.
Shinkman outlined three basic
considerations for chosing a
summer job which he points out to
students seeking advice on employment. These include money,
insight into a career, and fun.
He emphasized the individual
decision-making process of each
student in determising his or her
own needs and the function of the
office.as being to assist the student
with the establishment of these
needsListings of specific summer job
openings are located in the office
in a number of notebooks, books,
and pamphlets. The bulk of these
openings which Trinity receives by
mail and telephone are in two
notebooks divided into two
categories: camp counseling and
non-camp counseling jobs. Other
listing appear in the "1978"
Summer Employment Directory of
the United States," the "Federal
Summer Jobs Bulletin," the
"National Directory of Summer
Internships," a summer theater
bulletin, plus others. Most of the
job listings are paying jobs, but
internships and volunteer jobs are
also available.
Presently, the Career Counseling Office has no direct connection with employers whose job
openings are listed in the office.
The only soliciting which is done
occurs in newsletters sent to
alumni asking them to inform
Trinity of any openings which they
could make available to college

OPEN HOUSE IN
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY IS
3:30-5:00 p.m.
President Lockwood will be
available in his office to meet
informally with students interested in asking questions or
talking with him. This is the
second in a series of monthly
meetines.
..... -

students. Shinkman added that
Subsequently, another course is
with more staff, more jobs could be taken relating to the first course
solicited and increased direct and the internship. Approximately
contact could be maintained with seventy-five percent of these
employers.
summer internships interns are
The summer job placement paid, according to Beth.
system at Smith College in NorMt.
Holyoke
sends
a
thampton Massachusetts differs questionnaire to all students at the
only slightly from Trinity's beginning of the year requesting
according to Miss Albro of their information on their employment
career counseling office. They of the previous summer. A record
publish a weekly newsletter for is kept in the counseling office of
upperclasswomen informing them all employers, salaries, and other
of summer and permanent job pertinent information for other
openings while Trinity's newsletter students to persue in search of a
is biweekly. Smith has the same job.
type of resource library with job
Holyoke's resource library for
material as Trinity has. Also, group
summer employment opportunities
interviews with counselors rather
is also larger than Trinity's. It
than individual appointments are
includes many shelves of volumes
given at Smith. Little soliciting is
rather than the limited number
done at Smith College since only
which Trinity maintains.
one staff person is solely employed
Beth felt that since Holyoke "is
for job placement while others are
a
women's
college, they push the
in training. No follow-up information on successful job women toward? a carter." She also
placements is kept at either mentioned that this may effect
their counseling emphasis for
college.
summer employment. The emMt. Holyoke College's summer phasis on careers reduces the
job placement program is more office's inclination to advise the
extensive than Trinity's, even student to accept the job solely for
though the enrollment only ex- the money or for the pleasure
ceeds Trinity's by approximately di*%3d frowit."
100, Beth Burnham, a junior at
A summer jobs workshop
Trinity on exchange from Mt. sponsored by the Career CounHolyoke explained some of the seling Office and run by Betsy
college's more outstanding features Palmieri and Keats Jarmon, the
in this department such as the internship coordinator, was held on
"Complex Organizations Program." Monday, February 6 in Alumni
In this summer internship Lounge. Exercises aimed at
program, which Beth believed was determining what students' needs
unique to Holyoke, one takes a are for summer jobs were percourse related to one's field of formed. The identification of these
interest. Following the course, the needs and priorities when looking
school sets up an internship for the for a job and the process one has to
summer with a large corporation encounter when seeking work were
such as Allied Chemical or the
also discussed.
Federal Reserve Bank in Boston.

Making the Grade

for the demise of the Dean's List at
Trinity. Up until about ten years
A big reason why no one has • ago, the Registrar compiled a list of
seriously tried to stem grade in- students whose grades reached a
flation is that no one is certain what certain level.
caused it in the first place. Dean
As grade inflation spread, and
Spencer offered several therories: students' averages rose more and
During the Viet Nam War, more students qualified for the
students with lower averages were Dean's List. Dr. H. McKim Steele
more likely to be drafted than of the History Department comstudents with higher averages. To mented that "it got to be a joke; it
keep the lower-ranking students in was no longer an honor to be on
school, and out of the service, the Dean's List."
perhaps professors artificially
Because the number of students
raised their grades. After the war, on the Dean's List was only to
the trend simply continued.
survive a few more years. The
With the abandonment of proportion of students on the
required courses, students no Dean's List got to be so overlonger were forced to take courses whelming that the administration
they didn't like and did poorly in. finally discontinued it. Said Steele,
By not taking courses which pulled "it's absurdity killed it."
Dean Spencer commented that
down their average, students may
he'd like to see. the Dean's list
have helped boost their grades.
More take-home exams are reinstated — .but only if the
given now than in the past. With a requirements are stiffened.
cont. onp. 2
take-home exam, a student can
spend more time and look up the Monday it snowed. Then it snowed
answers, rather than having to some more. And some more. But
memorize facts for an in-class test. the Tripod goes on. Happy Winter
Grade inflation is responsible Sports.
by Robert Levy
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Inflated Grades Continue

difficult to know how well Trinity
bad, the question remains, what
students do in grad school. But
can be done about it? Not an awful
Shinkman feels it's safe to say that
lot, admitted Spencer. Prohibiting
"the best ones here are the best
take-home tests and going back to
ones there."
required courses are no answers at
Grade inflation is generally
all.
frowned upon by grad schools
Also, administrators are virsince it pushes everybody's grades
tually powerless to force professors
up and makes distinctions between
to become stricter markers.
students less clear-cut. Many
Spencer emphasized that "one of
graduate schools,, especially law
the most preciously guarded rights
schools, dislike the p a s s / fail
a faculty member has is his right to
option. Several grad schools, on
grade without interference."
the other hand, just ignore a course
Years ago, an administrator
taken pass/ fail.
could demand that a professor
In general, employers differ
mark in a certain way. No longer,
though, as this process could easily from graduate schools when
"make a mockery of the whole they view applicants in that emacademic enterprise." Spencer ployers" often play down grades.
said. Were this process in
operation, an administator could e
demand that a student be passed in
The third Alumni Fund
order for that student to play on
Phonothon of the
1977-78
the football team.
academic year will be held Monday
Since no one can tamper with a
professor's grades, a professor can through Thursday, February 27abuse his power to grade. If, for March 2. The phonothons raise
College
instance, a professor holds a money to support
grudge against a student, his dislike programs this year, and students
for the student could show up in are encouraged to help.
More than 60 students have
the student's grade. Spencer made
assurances that abuses of this kind participated in the phonothons so
far this year, raising some $46,000
happen rarely, if at all.
So, Spencer noted, there may in pledges for the Alumni Fund.
Approximately ) 100,000 needs
be one way to halt grade inflation.
That is simply for teachers "to be to be raised between now and June
•30 to reach the $325,000 goal of the
fair, not generous."
Grade
inflation
not- Alumni Fund. If the goal is
withstanding, often students feel
that the grade they received is
unfair. Several recourses are open
to such students. First, they should
go see the professor who gave the
The 1978-79 Financial Aid
grade and make sure that the grade
Application
Forms
and
was computed properly.
Procedures are now available in
If this proves of no avail, the
the Office of Financial Aid for
student can air his grievance to the
those undergraduates who are
department chairman, explaining
presently
not on aid. Students
Kent ReUly pomps away aa he has his poise and blood pressure
his complaint.'If he still doesn't
seeking renewal of their present
measured. The demonstraUov was pact of Prof. Don Miller's
.Ereceive^nxu;satisfaction, the
aid award will have had a packet
<• Horizons lecture on January"31:
photo by Amy Jerrehian
student may discuss his situation
. sent to their on-campus post
with either the Dean of Students or
office boxes. The deadline for
the Dean of Faculty.
submitting the Trinity Unby Barbara Grossman
How do graduate schools and
dergraduate
Form
and
evaluations
are
also
subjective
Gail Doyle, 78, hopes to bring a
employers react to this business of
photostatic copy of the family's
fresh viewpoint to this semester's because students see the grades grades and grade inflation?
1977 Federal Tax Form has
course evaluation booklet. A they have been given."
Christopher Shinkman, Director of
been extended to April 3.
"Sometimes,"
she
continued,
modern language major, Doyle is
Career Counseling outlined their
Meanwhile, the deadline for
the first non-SGA member to be "there may be a good reason for a attitudes toward grading. To
submission of the Financial Aid
professor
or
department
not
to
be
appointed editor of the Course
graduate schools, Shinkman stated,
Form to Princeton, New Jersey,
evaluated. If that's the case, the
Commentary.
"grades are of critical importance.
is also April 3. Applicants who
reasons
should
be
stated
in
an
open
"I've watched Trinity evolve for
A student's grades and test scores
fail to meet these deadlines and
letter
to
the
students."
thirteen years" she said at an inare the most important factors
who do not have a written
As an outsider to student inbeing admitted."
terview this week. (She is the third
extension of time from the
government,
how
does
she
feel
child in her family to attend the
Graduate schools have come to
Financial Aid Office will lose
school.) "I'm concerned about about the course commentary rely more and more on quanpriority for funding. Finally, if
1
being
an
SGA
project?
"SGA
helping the school.'
titative, objective methods for
your parents own or operate a
Doyle became interested in should organize the project, but accepoting students, due to their
business or farm, you should
other
students
should
be
involved
working on the commentary after
ever-increasing number of aprequest a copy of the Business
spending two semesters away on as well. The main thing is to get plicants. Another reason for this
and Farm Supplement.
exchange, at Wellesley, and in students working on it who are increased reliance on grades is that
NEW PROCEDURES AND
Nice, France. She feels that this enthusiastic about it. about it."
grades seem to be the best
POLICIES
experience gave her insight into the
predictor of how a student will fare
A
number
of
new
problems common to all academic
in gradd school.
procedures and policies have
institutions.
Graduate schools consider not
been developed for next year
Greater emphasis will be placed
only a student's grades, but also the
which, hopefully, will make the
on comments than on statistics this
Work has already begun on the quality of the institution which
application process easier; ease
semester. Doyle pointed put that course commentary booklet covergave those grades.
the Financial Aid Office's adthe evaluations are used not only ing the FallSemester 1977. During
ministrative burden;
and
by students selecting new courses, the preliminary stages, it has
In addition, many graduate
respond to changing regulations
but also by those who want to know become evident that several schools believing math and
and minimum wage laws. These
what other students thought about courses lack sufficient data in order science courses to be more difficult
are as follows;
courses they have taken
to be included in the forthcoming than humanities courses, tend to
a. The Common Form
At Wellesley, students must fill edition. In an attempt to remedy favor students with strong
The PCS (Parents' Conout evaluations before they are the situation, I woukld ' like to math/ science backgrounds. This
fidential Statement) has been
allowed to take final exams, a request that students who have not is unfortunate, Shinkman added,
replaced by the FAF (Financial
system of which Doyle approves, yet submitted evaluations for their since in many cases humanities
Aid Form) which is to be used
She was surprised when this in- courses please do so. Forms are courses are quite challenging.
terviewer told her of the faculty now available at Mather Front
by both dependent and inShinkman also stated that it's
opposition
to
evaluations, Desk.
dependent students for both
exhibited last spring, when she was
institutionally controlled funds
It is important that only those
STUDENT ESCORT SERVICE
abroad.
and the Basic Grant Program.
students who have not previously
FROM THE LIBRARY
Students whose parents own
During Trinity Term '77, SGA filled out these forms respond. I
The Student Escort Service
and/ or operate a business or
decidsd to have evaluations filled would appreciate that you be as
from the library begins operafarm should request a Supout in class as an experiment. A objective as possible. Having altion this week. Escorts working
plemental Form from the Office
large minority of faculty members ready received your grades, comin Pairs leave the library lobby
of Financial Aid.
refused to allow the evaluations to ments may be somewhat influevery half hour between the
be filled out, rendering the book enced. Try to be fair.
Because the FAF will be
hokurs of ten and midnight. On
useless to many students.
used to determine Basic Grant
Please return all commentaries
Monday night, Jarvis first floor
Eligibility, parents and students
Doyle says that while she thinks to me, Box 501, trinity, by Friday,
ran
the
service.
The
rest
of
the
must
fill it put using 1977
the evaluations are a "good thing," February 10, Thank you for your
nights are the responsibility of
Federal Income Tax Date. If
she sympathizes with professors efforts to improve this year's
the fraternities on a rotating
your, family's data will not be
who feel pressured by them. publication.
schedule. For additional inavailable until (afj;er the stated
"Students aren't always objective,
, ''. . Gail Doyle, editor
formation., write box $17.
April 3 dea'dlfn^j yo.u ,s|xpuld
•iflid- dotff "alwaysf'underifen'd-' the
Course Commentary Booklet
contact the Office of'Financial
viewpoint of the professor. The

Instead, Shinkman commented
"they're more interested in perl [
sonal qualities."
I
To determine whether Trinitv f
students have become more gradeconscious in recent years, several '•
faculty members were polled for
their opinions. Many felt that a
large number of students have I
become more serious in their j
studies, perhaps owing to the!
tighter job market.
i
Dr. Eugene Leach also notictj
that in the past few years a numbet! .
of students have become lessj
serious in their studies, showing p
less concern over the future,
Perhaps these students' fathers an
;
Arabian oil ministers.

Alumni Phonothon
achieved, the College stands to g(!
an additional $105,000as a gift frouj
the Charles A. Dana Foundation1
The phonothons each evening
run from 5:30 to 9:30 at the latest!
starting with a reception ail
dinner. Undergraduates who wait
to participate may contact one of
the four student coordinator!:'
Heidi M. Greene, Box 521
Kenneth Grossman, Box 74!;
Alexander M. Moorrees, Box 811,
or Deborah J. Sikkel, Box 623,
Or, contact Alfred C. Burfeind)
Assistant Director of Develop!
ment, at College extension 462.

Aid Information

New Evaluation Editor

Help!

Aid, explain the circumstances,
and get a written extension ol
the deadline.
UNDER
NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD THE
FAF BE FILLED OUT USING
ESTIMATED 1977 DATE)and
Trinity U.ndfirftrflf»<#^»*
plications submitted without &
photostatic copy of the family's
I.R.S. 1040 will be considered
incomplete.
2. Not«fc«tlon of the Trinity
Undergraduate AppUc»o"o»
In order to further facilitate
the award process and ease the
administrative burden on the
Aid Office, students will »
required to sign the appHcatioi
before a Notary Public and only
then submit the application to
the Aid Office. If this is no
done, the application will W
returned to the student ana
considered late if not received
by April 3.
,
We are also in the process o
developing a one-page loan no*
that can be sent out w»th «
award letters. These two
changes should eliminate a
long lines for signing forms
registration.
3. Increase in Self-kelp
In accordance with the
minimum wage law _'

therewaibepar
in the amount of aid
will be expected to r
the form of «*»*
time employment
for these increases are pr
being worked out.
All in all,the above
^
should eliminate a W°'
problems and paperwork^
have plagued the *»**?*#,
the Financial Aid
78. We hope to
awards more
cia l
reflecting a family5
situation much
should lead to less
^
Office of Financial
papers and a
5>lication of aid a
year's bills.
nestionS
any V
P1ease direct any
concerning the i » '
application process to tn
fFir0BU3al;A>d «:
or

a

T-

me •tinny Ilipoa,

1978,

Panel Flunks Carter on First Year

According to a group of well
While Kilborn, an economics tion slow to come to terras with the
known journalists, Jimmy Carter's specialist, did allow that Carter's complexity of modern government.
first year in office has been second budget was "more
Kilborn added that complex
lackluster and disappointing. The politically oriented, more aware of problems, like unemployment,
panel, which included four Trinity political obstacles, and more inflation, the collapse of the cities,
alumni, spoke before a large realistic than last year's," he still can not be solved by simplistic
audience on February 2 in described it as stillborn. Kilborn populist methods.
Goodwin Theater.
added that Carter has had no
Will, who described Carter as a
Columnist George Will '62, significant impact or the nation's
"rural technocrat, an outsider," felt
Newsweek senior editor, Peter economy.
Kilbom'61, and Washington Post's
He said that Carter does seem that the Carter administration has
Curtis Suplee '66 and Hartford genuinely
interested
in
Courant executive editor Richard redistributing income in the United
Mooney reviewed the ad- States. However, he claimed, the
ministration's first year. The panel only effect of this is the fear of
was organized by Dean of Studies, price controls — which is driving
Ron Spencer and moderated by prices up.
William Kirtz '61.
Will claimed that the Carter
"Carter tried to exist in the administration is "restricted by the
public mind as a media figure; he ways of previous administrations."
had almost no legislative He felt that the administration is
background," according to Suplee. also hampered by the fact that it
A former speech writer for the late was barely elected and is dealing
Hubert Humphrey,
Suplee with a public out of patience with
characterized Carter's lionization government.
Will characterized Carter's styof the late senator as "deeply
cynical." He charged that Carter le as "bogus populism." The
had betrayed the Humphrey legacy traditional belief in government as
of act'on to aid cities, minorities, an amateur profession has, Will
claimed, made the Carter adinistraeducation, and health care.

not come to terms with the political the realities of Washington politics.
and Constitutional limitations on He added that the nation had
the power of the presidency.
apparently believed Carter's
"Jimmy Carter is not being campaign promises that he will tell
Riven enough credit for his at- the truth and avoid crass partisan
tempts to create an energy policy, politics.
he clearly put his all into the
The Carter administration is
energy question," protested
Mooney. He did however concede now paying, he said, for growing
that the administration has been dissillusionment resulting from
slow in learning how to adjust to breaches of campaign promises.

Rubin to Lecture
Jerry Rubin, sixties anti-war
activist and author, will speak at
Trinity College on Wednesday,
February 8. His lecture entitled
"Growing (Up at 37" will be held at
8:00 p.m. in the Washington Room
of the Mather C ampus C enter. The
event, sponsored by Trinity's
Student Government, is free and
the public is invited to attend.
Rubin, an outspoken opponent
of the Vietnam War and a
founder of the "Yippie" Movement
in the 1960's, is the author of "Do
It" (1969), "We Are Everywhere"
(1970), "Vote," and "GRowing
(up) at 37" < 1976). He-is currently
working on a history of the I960's
for Simon and Schuster.

A graduate of the University of
Cincinnati, Rubin attended
graduate school at the University
of California at Berkeley. Between
1965 and 1967, he helped to
organize the first International
Days of Protest against the war. He
was project director of the March
on the Pentagon in October, 1967.
Rubin was, arrested at the
Democratic Convention in
Chicago in 1968. He was a member
of the "Chicago 7," which was
charged with conspiracy and
crossing state lines to incite a riot.
He spent nine months in jail in five
different states for his anti-war
activity.

Journalists critique
February 3.

Carter's

first

year

in

a

panel

discussion

held on
photo by John Leisenring

Exchange Broadens Options

by Claudia Kozinetz and Karen single-sex schools. However, the However, students who have
Wackerman
women's colleges have found that gone on exchange have found it to
The Twelve-College Exchange the Exchange program is so be an enjoyable and worthwhile
is a program which gives students popular among their students that experience.
from various institutions the op-they must use lottery systems to
When asked why she chose
portunity to spend either a choose those students who may Dartmouth, Ann McNichols said,
semester or a full academic year at participate.
"There's always snow up there, so I
another college. The schools which
To be eligible for exchange, the was able to do a lot of skiing."
participate in the program are student must be in good academic
,,...,John Cox v commenting oa his
Amherst, Bowdoin, Connecticut, standing with his or her home yearv, at. Williams, said, "It was
Dartmouth, Mount' Holyoke, school. Once the home school has much more rural than I had exSmith, Trinity, Vassar, Wellesley, approved the application, the pected.. There wasn't a lot to do up
Wesleyan, Wheaton and Williams. student may attend the host school there and it got boring at times, But
Since its creation, the program has provided that there is an open it was a good change."
proven to be successful and space.
Elaine Cohen ran into some
popular.
Trinity's Dean Winslow is problems transferring credits. "I
Dartmouth, Wesleyan, and usually successful in sending every can't understand how I could take
Williams are the favorite choices of student whose application is ap- a normal course load at Amherst
Connecticut State Banks and The the students from the twelve proved on exchange. There is and not get credit for a full year at
by Kathy Bowden
colleges. Students exchanging to rarely a problem with credit Trinity."
Student Loan Foundation."
The normal
Dartmouth have found a difficulty requirements.
Commenting on the TwelveThe phenomenon of the in- Hopefully, when all the in- with Dartmouth's quarter terms. prodedure for the exchange
ternshin is, without doubt, a formation is collated, a clear Since the fall and winter terms are student is to have his or her College Exchange, Jamie Scangos
manifestation of what has been picture of both and good and bad so popular with Dartmouth schedule checked and approved by said, "I wish the twelve colleges
termed, "America's worship at the aspects of the present situation students, the exchange student the home school before the student had the same policies. I spent a
year at Amherst, and no exchanges
Shrine of Youth." Throughout the concerning student loans will must choose only one of those leaves.
can transfer there. But I know that
year, all over the country, large emerge, providing planners with terms and must take the summer
Interest in the program at other schools will allow exchanges
numbers of students are welcomed invaluable information for future term to fulfill the three-quarter
Trinity has decreased in recent to transfer."
into hospitals, government offices proceedings.
year.
years. In 1974-75, forty students
and numerous other concerns in a
In general, students who spent a
participated
in the program; this
Amherst,
Dartmouth,
and
In
the
past
many
difficulties
style which is seldom found outside
semester
or a year on the Twelveyear
there
are
twenty-three
have beset the student loan Williams have had to set limits on
America.
College Exchange found that it was
students
involved.
Trinity's
the
number
of
students
sent
to
Internship provides a op- program. One serious problem has them by the other colleges. programs abroad are competing a good experience, a change of
portunity for the student to escape been the failure of some students to Although Amherst still does not with the Twelve-College Exchange pace. But most were glad to return
the often stifling, theory bound repay the money they have send out as many students as it for the interest of some students. to Trinity,
atmosphere of the classroom and borrowed, which, of course, accepts, it has noted an increased
to maintain some contact with the discourages many banks from interest among its own students.
practical world. The chance to offering further loans. Said Tami, Dartmouth students, however,
utilize some of the theories taught "Considering the situtation from have expressed less interest in the
m
the classroom, was a major the angle of the Banks, The Loan Twelve-College Exchange in
factor in helping Tami Voudouris Foundation, The Institute of recent years. This is due in part to cont. from p. 1
TV news which illustrate this fact:
decide to spend two days each Higher Education and the student, the increased popularity of ex- particularly through the use of TV. that it is brief — "a more or less
We
should
furnish
us
with
an
idea
of
ek as an intern with The State
Government
can . use its skillful headline service," that it is
change programs with other
Banking
Commission,
this how things ought to be run."
bureaucracy and power to define an appendage of the network
schools, particularly West Coast
semester.
what are the events and issues of entertainment business and must
At the end of her investigations, schools.
Tami, who has already spent Tami will be producing a report
capture the early evening
Wesleyan has found that its importance.
'our summers working in banks in on her findings for The Banking students' interest in going on exBecause TV has had such a audience, and that TV is obviously
the city of Boston, is seriously Commission as well as sriting a change has increased significantly. great role as a social experiment a visual medium and therefore
considering banking as a career paper for Prof. Jim Beaver, her Fourteen students went on ex- and an influence on recent history must present unique film footage.
an
dso felt that such an internship advisor in the Ecomonics change last year; twenty-six
it has had important consequences
Fred Allen once called TV
c
°uld be of enormous help to her. Department here at Trinity. ,
on the way news is reported. Will "chewing gum for the eyes." Using
students; are currently involved in
Advised by Keats Jarman,
felt that the conseque'nnces were this metaphor, Will told how David
the program.
• "- • • \ '
"Being in Hartford has been a
Internship Co-ordinator at Trinity,
not always the obvious ones; that Brinkley had. pointed out that the
i contacted the Assistant great advantage as far as op- Originally, six men's colleges "matinee idols" were not always continuous nightly film footage of
ing Commissioner in Hart- portunities for internships in and six women's colleges par- elected, that the Prresident's power the civil war in Beirut was shown
|"rd, who referred her to Hugh banking are concerned," said ticipated in the Twelve-College to govern the country has because of the demand for ex1 c
Ume, under whose guidance Tammi, who feels that the city has Exchange program. This gave the decreased, and that TV has totally citingTV news. People expect to
she
a lot more to offer than many students an opportunity to spend altered political campaigns by see fast-moving news reports just as
. is now working.
The field of research in which people realize. Indeed, one very part,of their college years in a requiring compressed versions of they expect voolence in prime-time
TV shows. Will concluded by
, ainmy has become involved is a valuable function of the internship coeducational atmosphere. Once news events.
hl
Will argued that while jour- pointing out the growing similarity
&hly important one, both in the is to augment contact between city some of the participating collegRs
and college, encouraging the began to go coed, the remaining nalism is not intrinsic to TV, it between news and entertainment,
aid *°rld of banking and in the world
clearly is to newspaper coverage. what he called "the merger of the
°) education, for The Banking student to look beyond the campus single-sex schools felt the impact of
and Hollywood."
Commission has assigned her to walls and, perhaps, actually see this change. Npw fewer students He cited three basic elements of Potomac
are interested in attending the
drr
y out an "evaluation of something there.'

Opportune Intern

Columnist Returns
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Discrimination Remains
cont. from p. 5
the ways he sees to bridge this gap
are resources like intereultural and
urban studies programs as well as
events sponsored by TCB, LaVoz
Latina and. the new International
Students Organization. The
Assistant Dean feels "Trinity has
the resources for a multi-cultural
environment" but wonders whether
students are taking advantage of
these opportunities.
There is, he feels, a trend
toward complacency and passivity
which prevents students from
adopting a broader global view.
Students can get involved in a
"dynamic system of education
where they can have input and start
challenging their'own conventional
wisdom." Although there are few
Third World students here, all
students should include the study
of cultural diversity in their liberal
arts education at Trinity.
In short, Jibrell wants to see
greater interaction between Whites
and Non-Whites. There is a need to
educate Whites who are culturally
deprived because they have not
been adequately exposed to
minority people. Trinity simply
cannot allow cultural and intellectual isolation. Mohamed
Jibrell insists "there is still a great
need for the appreciation of the
diversity and value of human
experience."
Thomas Llpps

Included in Director of Institutional Affairs Thomas Lipps'
function is the position as the
college Affirmative Action officer.
,f In this capacity, his responsibility is
'"If 'to assure the cwUege'ttiMJjie wince t o •

federal regulations in" the hiring of
minority employees. He is supposed to ensure that a "sincere and
diligent effort" is made in increasing the number of minority
employees.
Lipps says he has never been
"exposed directly to any
occurrence at Trinity which would
suggest racial discrimination. It
may well exist; I'm just not aware

of it." He said that while there may
be discriminatory practices on
campus, he has not seen any overt
evidence of it. He considers himself
in a reasonably good position to
judge. Nevertheless, he remains
dissatisfied with the number of
minority employees on campus.
Lipps discussed problems in
locating and recruiting non-white
faculty. He says it is difficult to find
potential minority applicants and
even more difficult to secure their
employment. Their total numbers
are small and competition among
the various colleges to obtain their
services is great. Trinity often
cannot compete with its "larger,
more diverse sister institutions."
However, he believes the school is
doing as much as can be expected
to increase minority employment.
He considers the interest of the
President's Council on Minority
Students an encouraging sign.
While he was careful in
avoiding the discussion of a
lowering of academic standards to
accommodate non-whites, Lipps
mentioned that when considering a
minority candidate, the college
must take differences, in
backgrounds into account.
Lipps can understand how some

Blacks may not be receptive to the
environment at Trinity. Nevertheless, he points out that even if
the college community is
homogeneous, the Hartford
community in which it is located is
highly varied.. He pointed out that
many schools, such as Amherst or
Dartmouth do not offer the
cultural and ethnic mix which
Hartford does.
Lipps feels that discrimination
problems at Trinity are very real
< and he asserts they are being dealt
with effectively. However, the
< problem is not unique; it is shared
by most institutions of "similar kind
and quality." Largely, he atrributes
this to a limited pool and the fact
that competition for recruitment of
minorities
is
enormous.

Dick Gregory
The Greater Hartford Community College observation of
Black History Week will be
highlighted by an appearance of
comedian-huminitarian
Dick
Gregory on Friday, February 17th
at 8:00 p.m. in the college
auditorium, 61 Woodland Street in
Hartford.

Kaimowitz Lecture
Dr. Jeffrey H. Kaimowitz will give an illustrated lecture at the
next Watkinson Library/Trinity Library Associates Open House on
Monday, February 27, at 8:00 p.m. The title of his talk is "Greek
Type: Its Origin and Development."
Kaimowitz, who is Curator of the Watkinson Library, has an
A.B. from Johns Hopkins and a Ph.D. from the University of
Cincinnati in classics.
The lecture will coincide with the opening of an exhibition
"Printing and Classical Shcolarship in the Ranaissance" on display
in the Trumbull Room. The exhibition highlights some of the
leading developments in classical scholarship from Petrarch to Isaac
Casuabon and lays particular emphasis on the art of printing.

Election Info
This is the sample ballot for the mid-year Student Government
elections to be held on Wednesday and Thursday in the Mather
Campus Center.
Student Government Association [vote for 2, elect 4]
Bob Chudy
Scott Claman
Jonathon Cohen
Ron Kaufman

fim Michno
Bill Reichman
Andrew M. Teitz
Susan Wilkins

Budget Committee [vote for 3, elect 5]
Cionna Buckley
Bob Chudy
Bruce Green
Sterling Hall
Ron Kaufman

Grover McKenzie III
Tim Michno
Luther St. James HI
Andrew M. Teitz

1
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College Affairs Committee [vote for 1, elect 1]
Cionna Buckley

NOW IN PAPERBACK!
A hauntingly violent and
sensual novel from
'one of America's most
supremely talented and
important authors"*
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Brauti

A strand of Japanese hair, an
ice-cold sombrero, a small-town
librarian with no ears—Richard .
Brautigan has written a hew novel.
The author of the best-selling T i b
Hawkline Monster reaches new heights of
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Discrimination: Still a Problem in the 70s
by Alan Levlne and Dick Dahling
This is the first of a two-part series
concerning the problems of discrimination at the College. What follows
is a report on the reactions of various
administrators to discrimination.

Even in the liberated 70's, many
people feel there is still
discrimination at Trinity. That is
the prevailing opinion of many
black faculty members, minority
students and members of the
administration. Most, however,
agree that it is of a covert and
subtle sort rather than an outward
display of hostile racism. This
situation prevails, despite what the
administration and some black
faculty members seem to feel has
been a concerted effort to improve
race relations at Trinity.
Even though there is some
racial tension on campus now,
many concur in the belief that the
atmosphere, is less volatile than in
recent years, when such events as
Joke Night (1976) and the South
African incident (1976) occurred.
Many of those interviewed think
that the situation is improving, but
President Lockwood expressed
some reservations. He pointed out
that when the college first started
recruiting Black students and
faculty, the efforts were successful.
Recently, these recruiting efforts
have met with less success.
There is a general consensus
that the discrimination problem,
when it exists, is chiefly one faced
by students, not faculty.
It is apparent, though, that
Trinity's dilemma is not different
from -comparable colleges and
indeed from the difficulties experienced by the country as a
whole. There are many problems
that go along with the attempt to
alleviate race tensions. Prominent
among these are charges that
academic standards are being
lowered by the hiring of minority
faculty and the recruitment of
minority students.
Many have suggested that
Trinity is the victim of a vicious
cycle. Because we currently have
such a small Black population,
potential Black students or faculty
are discouraged from making
Trinity their first choice school.
This cycle repeats itself year after
year.
Although this problem is most
acute among Blacks, Hispanics,
Asians, and other Third World
peoples experience similar types of
discrimination. However, because
of their very small numbers on
campus, their problem seems less
pronounced.
Following are the opinions
expressed by knowledgeable and
concerned members of the Administration, both White and Black
This article is the first of two parts
in a series. In the next issue of the
Tripod, minority faculty and
students will give their views.
President Lockwood
President Theodore D. Lockwood disagreed with others interviewed by stating that though
initial efforts to recruit minority
students were successful, lately the
college has been experiencing
problems,
Ten years ago the administration made a decision to
increase the minority population in
the student body. At that time, no
special thought was paid to
disadvantaged students; attention
was directed at students from
minority groups. According to
local word, the original decision
was to set a goal of enrolling fifteen
minority students per class. The
administration received student
support in its goal. To allow Non-

Whites from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds to attend Trinity, the
Student Senate as it was called
worked to raise $15,000 to help
defray their expenses. In total,
$60,000 was needed to allow these
minority students to enroll.
Lockwood sa'-s they were able
to reach their goals. For the fi.st
two to three years, the college
recruited minority students and
learned a great deal from them.
There was, as Lockwood puts it, a
tangible feeling of unease among
Whites on campus, but no open
hostility. Many Whites simply did
not know to respond to the increased Black enrollment. Lockwood admits that discrimination
was present then. However, he says
that "the momentum was with
them" — they had much of the
campus's sympathy.
Lockwood thinks that having
Black students on campus can be
an educational experience for
White, suburban students who
have had limited exposure to
Blacks, he figures that in the'
college atmosphere, what he considers the best of possible environments, racial understanding
should prosper.
Soon after this initial "quota,"
of fifteen Blacks per class was
dropped, the Black enrollment
became significant. The administration was forced to pinpoint
the number at 100 for the entire
school. This goal was also reached.
However, Lockwood claims that in
the past five years, the number of
Blacks Trinity was able to recruit
has dropped. Even though some
Hispanic students are now
enrolled, the number of Blacks is
down, a fact which Lockwood says
is of "great concern to me."
The President believes there
will be heightened discrimination
when there is a distorted balance.
He does not consider the 50-75
Blacks presently enrolled enough
for a proper balance. Lockwood
says that if there is discrimination,

President Theadore Lockwood

it is due to recruiting problems. He
adds that the lack of black
presence here makes recruiting
efforts more difficult.
Although he does not care for
the term "model," President Lockwood feels there is a need for more
minority faculty members to serve
as examples for both Black and
White students. Part of the
problem, he states, is that unless
the school actively "dislodges"
present members of the faculty,
there is not a large enough turnover of personnel to hire a
significant number of minority
faculty.
Some minority students, Lockwood states, feel Trinity does not
do enough to recognize their
cultural backgrounds. They want
more programs offered dealing

with their cultures. However, few
people actually sign up for intercultural studies course and
adopt that major, according to
Lockwood. He feels that perhaps it
is just availability of these courses
that makes minority students feel
more comfortable. Nevertheless,
he concedes that there may not be
sufficient curricular commitment
in this area. Furthermore, he says
that when people call the offering
of intercultural studies programs
merely a concession, they may be
exercising their intellectual
judgment, but inherent in their
statement is latent racial
discrimination.
President Lockwood feels that
Trinity's Black students have
contributed to this feeling of

Dean David Winer

discrimination. The "clustering of
Blacks," whereby Black students
socialize primarily with each other,
he believes, has contributed to this
feeling of discrimination. He
admits though, that this is a way for
them to develop collective selfconfidence. He thinks it is
necessary that in certain respects,
like the Black House, the school
should do something for minority
students that it has not done for
others. On the other hand, he does
not like the idea that the Black
House has become as restrictive as
many White fraternities.
As far as faculty are concerned,
President Lockwood insists the
days of reluctance to employ
Blacks are gone.
Lockwood says that if one is
looking for signs of discrimination,
they can be found. He says that the
school has been successful in
eliminating overt discrimination,
but not in the tougher problem of
latent discriminatory practices.
"Not enough of us are looking at
small as well as big ways to get at
the issue." He feels that the institution cannot solve the problem.
Only the people within the college
can end discrimination.

by the fact that minority
representation at Trinity is so
small. He emphasized that
prospective minority students may
not be attracted to Trinity and
other similar colleges because
minorities are relatively few in
number. The Vice President
believes that for now, as well as for
the next few years, minority
students who enroll with be of the
"courageous" type who are more
interested in the value of a Trinity
education than in the enjoyment of
a comfortable social setting.
Dean David Winer
David Winer admits that he
does not know whether Trinity's
Black faculty feels discriminated
against or not. However, as Dean
of Students he is aware of how the
Black students on campus feel. He
says it is a foregone conclusion that
many minority students feel
discriminated against or at the very
least, uncomfortable and not fully
accepted. "They feel like tokens,"
he says.
One point that Winer brought
up is the "cliquishness" and elite
nature of Trinity. Even if one is not
a member of a racial minority, he
says, one can feel excluded. The
eliteness of the school can make
anyone feel uncomfortable, if they
haven't come from the same sort of
background as the majority of the
students. If he or she is of a lower
socioecomonic background, the
white student would tend to feel
less comfortable, too. Winer
doubts if this problem can be called
discrimination.
Winer feels the discrimination
issue is a two-pronged situation.
First, whenever there is a diversity
of groups as there is at Trinity,
there will always be some people
who do not like the other groups.
But, if there were more minority
students, they would have more of
a feeling of "belongingness."
The biggest problem, he feels, is
the scarcity of minority students.
However, the college is studying
how to recruit more and is making
a concerted effort, he said. In
addition, Winer believes that, as
the number of minority students
increases, the number of minority
faculty should rise also; they can
serve as role models and as people
to whom students can relate. In
addition to the recruiting effort,
the focus should be on making the
students already here feel at home.
Dean Winer wonders about the
way the college community deals
with its minority population.
Perhaps it is not flexible enough in
the advice it offers. He thinks that
it probably needs to go out of its
way more to make them aware of
the services and assistance
available to the minority student.
In addition, he hopes to

Vice President Smith
Vice President Smith sees
definite evidence of a color bar at
Trinity. He feels that the probfem
of racism is mainly situated with
the undergraduates because of
their youth and inexperience in
dealing with people of different
races or markedly different
backgrounds. The administration
and faculty are not as uneasy.
Racism remains a significant
problem because people are afraid
to run the risk of taking personal
stands that would make them
vulnerable to controversy and
criticism.
Smith stated that tensions will
not lessen to any great extent in the
future until people take the needed
personal risk to improve race
relations. The situation is not eased

Dean Mohamed Jibrell

see the "Black House become a
true Black cultural center."
The Dean of Students discussed
two points frequently brought up
by those interviewed. He stressed
that the situation at Trinity is
basically the same as that in the
rest of the nation. He quickly
added that he does not mean that
discrimination should be tolerated
or accepted, but, that it is a reality.
Winer compared Trinity to its
traditional rivals. Both Williams
and Wesleyan, he said, are experiencing a decrease in numbers
of minority students. Nevertheless,
their problem is not as pronounced
as the one existing here because
they had higher numbers of
minority students initially.
Commenting on the question of
the lowering of standards, Winer
feels that Non-White students have
the same abilities as whites.
However, some might not have had
the same skill development in
certain areas, which, he admitted,
makes adjustment harder.
Mohamed Iibrell
Mohamed Jibrell, assistant dean
of students and the only Black
dean, says that he is unaware of
overt discrimination at Trinity. He
focused his thoughts largely on the
need for Third World faculty here
and the college's efforts to meet
that need. He prefers the term
"Third World" because it includes
other minorities.
Jibrell sees an obvious need for

Thomas Dps
more Third World faculty. But, he
does not think the scarcity exists
due to a lack of effort. He is
"convinced that the administration
is making an attempt to hire more
Third World faculty." Along with
Dean Nye, some Black professors
and administrators are working to
identify interested candidates.
Jibrell feels that it goes without
saying that standards need not and
should not be lowered in the hiring
of these candidates: However, no
matter how much the administration puts into this effort, he
feels that its success depends
greatly on the cooperation of the
various academic departments in
giving priority to qualified Third
World candidates.
Jibrell emphasizes the "genuine
attempt" on Trinity's part, but
concedes that these are not
necessarily effective channels for
insuring the discovery of these
faculty.
In addition, Jibrell believes
there is a cultural gap between
Blacks and Whites on campus, a
gap he seems to think can be
bridged by "expanding the world
view of the students." Included in
cont. on p. 4

Connecticut
Revaluation Soon

Tin; Assessment Blues for Hartford

by Gary Abramson
While business assessments
Revaluation has become a will remain relatively stable, comfrightening work for Hartford res- mercial assessments, including
idents in recent weeks. Average apartment buildings, are measured
residential tax bills may rise as by the property's rental income.
much as 47 percent citywide, and Homeowners will suffer the highest
97 percent in so me neighborhoods increases.
City officials once tried to get
such as the South End, according to
a consultant's report on revalua- state laws passed that would allow
favorable tax breaks to homeowntion.
Property . values have shifted ers who improve their properties,
dramatically in the last 16 years but the bill was vetoed by
since the last assessment. The leap then-governor Thomas Meskill.
in taxes is largely the result of the One reason for the residential
delay in revaluation, something property tax crunch is the shrinking
which few politicians were willing Grand List of Hartford's taxable
property.
to deal with.
Businesses have been given tax
The revaluation is required by
Connecticut law by this year. An breaks to encourage them to move
official city revaluation is currently to Hartford, and have won many
appeals concerning high assessin progress.
ments. As a result, many Hartford
"It's a very serious problem the residents feel they will be paying
city is facing," Deputy Mayor more than their share of the tax
Nicholas Carbone commented. burden.
"The increase is going to take a lot
Deputy Mayor Nicholas Carof families who are marginally bone spoke with HART Senate
making it and it's going to crush members at the Buckley School on
them." Especially hard hit will be Maple Avenue.
the South End, to the southeast
"On July 1979 your tax bill will
from Trinity,
be higher and more than you can

afford," he told them. Because
average residential property values
increased faster than commercial
values, one, two, and three family
homes will now supply a greater
share of the city's tax revenue.
Homes that are south of Pope
Park, west of Broad Street, and
north of New Britain Avenue can
anticipate increases between 31
and 67.5 percent. Disastrous consequences could be felt with
abandoned housing units growing

Racetrack Flounders
Efforts by a local developer to construct a
horse racetrack in Middletown, Conn., appear to
be running into rough turf.
Unless Ronald Mooney can come up with
enough financing to convince the state Commission on Special Revenue, he may lose his license to
develop the track. Mooney is reportedly now
seeking Arab capital in his venture.

Flu Declines
Texas flu is the biggie in the state so far this
year, with nearly 200 cases reported. Flu cases in
general are beginning to decline throughout the
state.
Isolated cases of Type B. Hong Kong and
Victoria flu have also been reported, though in far
fewer numbers that Type A Texas.

Rembrandts Aren't
"I'll trade you three Rembrandts for a
Rubens..."
Officials at Hartford's Wadsworth Atheneum
discovered last wsek that three paintings believed
to painted by Rembrandt were actually done by
lesser known contemporaries. The revelation is the
result of a five-year study conducted by museum
officials and Yale graduate students.
_
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The research group also claimed that a painting
believed to be of the Rubens school was painted by
the old goat himself.
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Gardner claims. He intends to
propose a plan used in Calfiornia
that allows the elderly to defer tax
increases by giving liens on their
property. When the property is
sold, the deferred taxes are paid.
If taxes rise as high as expected
there will likely be many homes on
the market in this area withou
potential buyers.
"I think it's devastating to the
new back-to-the-city movement,'
Councilman William DeBella said.

In Brief
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in number as poor tenants, now
unable to pay the rent, force the
landlords to abandon their property.
Legislative proposals asking
the General Assembly to defer the
state-mandated revaluation until
the city can develop measures to
ease the property tax burden have
been drawn up by Hartford officials.
"We can't sock it to people that
hard all at once," Councilman Sid

:

City Grand List Down
Hartford's Grand List of taxable property
went down last year, while the Grand Lists of all
immediately neighboring towns went up.
Though Hartford's $1 billion in taxable
property is far more than many of the surrounding
towns put together, so is its tax rate of 82 mills ($82
per $1000 in assessed property).
The largest single drop in the city came in the
assessment of Hartford Electric Light Co.
property, which dropped $14 million from its
former total of over $50 million.
Travelers Insurance Co. and Aetna Life &
Casualty remained the two largest taxpayers,
with $70 million and $56 million respectively in
assessed property.

Wallace Party Dead
The George Wallace Party i
has apparently breathed its last.
Leaders of the third party, including the
Wallace nominee for governor in 1974, have
entered Rpublican party politics.
The reason for the party's decline in this state,
Wallace party officials claim, is the absence ofa
viable presidential candidate on the party s
national level.

Correction
Volunteers interested in working for South End Community
Services should call Tom Murphy at 249-3763. The number was
incorrectly listed in the January 24 issue of the Tripod.

A career in l a w without law school.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap Between an
-undergraduate education and a chal<f>nging, responsible
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is abie to do,1 Tk traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can gK you the
skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
one of the seven courses offered—choose the city in
which you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has
placed more than 2,000 graduates in law firms, banks,
and corporations in over 80 cities.
, If you are a senior of high academic standing and are
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like
to meet you.

Maybe

Contact your placement office for an interview with our
representative.
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Trinity's Nannen Renovating Old Hotel
by Julie P. Johnson
Ever since the first skyscraper was constructed,
modern building has had its critics.
One complaint often voiced concerns the destruction
of old buildings in order to build new ones. The new
buildings often disrupt the architectural shceme of a
neighborhood, critics say, and are not necessarily more
efficient than the older ones they replace.
One proponent of the theory that old is often better
than new is Howard Nannen, acting director of the
Urban and Environmental Studies program at Trinity.
Nannen is currently involved in the renovation of the
102-year old Capitol Hotel on Main Steet in Hartford,
three blocks south of downtown.
The renovation calls for modernization of the 28
apartment units, as well as many structural repairs. A
munber of stores and a cafe/restaurant will be built on
the first floor.

Nannen's purpose behind the $750,000 project is to
offer Hartford residents an incentive, "to live in the city
in an alternative type of housing which is both productive
and profitable."
Nannen points out t h a t ' ' it generally costs less money
to restore a building than to build a new one." Not only
does it make good economic sense, but a restored
building is an "exciting and interesting" place to live.

Victorian Appeal
Although the apartments are being modernized,
every effort is being made to preserve the building's
Victorian architectural appeal. Door frames, molding,
and the yellow southern pine floors are being left intact.
In addition, the new restaurant will have a Victorian
motif.
The Capitol Hotel development comes on the heels of
another renovation next door. A row of brownstones on
Capitol Avenue one door west is also presently
undergoing development.
Located just off the South Green (on the far side of
Hartford Hospital), the Capitol Hotel and the
brownstones are the first evidences of renovation in the
area. Literally blocks of old and historic buildings in the
South Green area have been boarded up and placed in
'cold storage' for several years as part of the city's
gradual redevelopment plans for the area.

remain without paying several months rent.
Nannen said that the hotel offered inadequate
facilities for many of the large families that lived there.
He said he helped many families find more suitable
living quarters.
Construction of two model apartments has already
begun, and both will be open for viewing by mid-April.
Rents are expected to range from $200 to S325.
Though out of the price range of most persons
presently residing in the neighborhood, the apartments'
appeal seems to be toward the young, middle-income
group widely expected to move back into the city within
the next ten years.
A number of prospective tenants have shown interest
in the apartments, according to Nannen. Response has
mainly been from those in the 25-35 year old age bracket.
The apartments provide a new alternative for housing
while preserving a bit of Hartford's past.

In order to finance the project, Nannen and his
partner, Tom Giardini, recently obtained $500,000 in
mortgage financing from Aetna Life and Casuality.
Aetna has recently created a subsidiary called
Community Rehabilitation Investment Corporation
which is involved in the renovation of two apartment
buildings on Farmington Avenue.
Nannen and Giardini raised the rest of the $750,000
needed for the renovation through private subscriptions.

Community Park
The two have also purchased a vacant lot south of the
building, part of which will be used for parking. In
keeping with the project's philosophy of neighborhood
improvement, the remainder of the lot will be converted
into a community park.
The developers' sensitivity to the Hartford community is apparent in all aspects of their project.
Like all developers, they faced the problem of
displacing" tenants. As Nannen said, "Most developers
give the tenants only one to two months before they must
leave." Nannen said he gave the tenants as much time
as possible to find other places to live. He also let tenants
photo by Susan Taylor
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Spring Hopes Badgered by Groundhog Legend
by Brian Crockett
The groundhogs in Connecticut were all
dozin'.
If they weren't, they'd have come out
only to find no sign of the sun; winter would
therefore, by the rules of the ballgame, be
pretty much wasted by the end of February.
But it didn't work out that way last
Thursday.
The groundhog who officially came out
was Punxsutawney Phil in central Pennsylvania—and he saw his shadow. So now
we're to have another month and a half of
cold and snow. It's not really fair.
No doubt Phil did his stint before an
absurd but credentialed assortment of
television cameras and crews, press people
and bored cows, not to mention the tuxedoed
Members of the Punxsutawney Groundhog
Club.
,
Maybe some people will go for this
' malarkey just because CBS sez it's so. But
"m sick of winter and just don't buy it.
First of all, rumor has it Phil's burrow is
wired with electricity to prod him into action.
Might be true; no self-respecting groundhog
w
°uld want to sniff the air before such a
Nleyhoo. Connecticut groundhogs keep on
sleeping right into March.
Then there's the fact that the legend isn't
feally about groundhogs at all. The original
German legend told much the same tale, but
j|bout a badger, not a groundhog. Since
Oad
gers have never liked the East Coast long
w
*n°ugh to set up housekeeping, the German
s
«ttlers picked the first likely critter that
a
"ie along to serve their purpose: ergo the
• Stoundhog.
So
the noble, groundhog jsjfee weather.

vane, or at least one pampered 'hog in
Pennsylvania. But what if the Germans had
for some reason decided to cruise up the
Mississippi and its tributaries to settle? The
prairie dog might now be subjected to
nationwide publicity and have a day to call
his own.
They wouldn't even have to use electric
prods. Squatting beside the interstate in the
wind-blown tumbleweed expanses just out-

side Colby, Kansas is, without doubt, the
largest prairie dog in the world. Exposed to
sun and rain, the concrete dog stands 30 feet
high, undisputed lord of the only tourist trap
for hundreds of miles.
Weather reports are sketchy from the
middle of nowhere anyway, but regardless of
sunshine or clouds, Lord Dog probably just
kept quiet and continued staring through the

afternoon sun at the wheat.
Colby Caty and the hundreds of state
grtoundhogs who slept right through their
day without having anyone disturb their
hibernation to ask dumb question about the
weather might have some lessons to teach us
higher beings. They don't twist around old
legends nor give two bits about weather
forecasts. They know there's nothing to be
done about it anyway.

Moffett's Congressional Report

River Pollutant Watch Proposed
Sixth Distric Congressman Toby Moffett
(D-Conn.) is forming a 'citizen watchdog
committees' to help examine and combat the
current chemical pollution menace in the
Housatonic River.
"We're dealing with a critical situation,''
Moffett explained. "And we need a 'citizens
watchdog committee' to coordinate activities
and to keep the pressure on governmental
agencies and on GE.
PCBs, coming from a General Electric
plant in Pittsfield, Mass., have been labelled
as a potential carcinogen; the test animals
subjected to the chemical have developed
skin sores, liver problems, reproductive
dysfunctions, and cancer."
Signs have been posted along stretches
of the Housatonic in Moffett's Congressional
District, warning against eating trout or
other fish caught in the waters. A number of
.tjajtandtackle shops.which have thrived for

years along the scenic waterway, have been
forced to close as business dwindled.
In a letter mailed to about 250 interested
individuals and groups, Moffett stated:
"Two years ago, officials assured us that the
Housatonic River and its adjoining lakes
were safe; now, we know differently.
"PCBs—polychlorinated biphenyls—are
highly toxic substances...A General Electric
Co. plant upstream in Massachusetts has
been dumping PCBs into the Housatonic for
almost forty years," Moffett wrote.
"No one knows exactly how far the PCB
contamination has spread. We do know that
PCBs are exceptionally long-lasting contaminants: after sinking into the river
bottom sediirvsnt, they don't break down for
yeasrs and years. Dredging may not help; in
fact, it may simply disperse the chemical
even more widely.
M
We also know that the GE plant...

halted PCB discharges only last March. But
PCB residuals continue to 'leach* back into
the water..."
Moffett said at least two lawsuits—one
by a Gaylordsvillev Conn., former bait-andtackle store operator—have been lodged
against GE; he said the Housatonic Valley
Association, the Department of Environmental Protection, others have begun
looking for long-range solutions.
A New York agency is also studying the
problem—the Hudson River has also been
subjected to PCB contamination.
Moffett said he expects his 15-member
'watchdog committee1 to help "Evaluate
the problem, develop strategies, and provide
follow-up to alleviate the presently deteriorating condition."
Selection of committee members wttl
take place by March, after Moffett receives
responses from the various individuals and
groups wishing to participate.

Public Relations And Consideration
students have a vested interest to what is done to aid the college, whether it
concerns alumni or public relations. As the main population of the community,
students are entitled to all information, and to every benefit of administrative
actions. To regard the students as apart from public relations endeavors is to regard
them as apart from the active college community. It is to see them as passive
recipients of college offerings rather than as active participants in the shaping of
then- own education and their own community. This attitude is patronizing.
We object to the fact that in projecting itself out into the greater community, the
college is overlooking its most valuable asset—the student body. We object to the
fact that in establishing secure financial status, the college acts as "the
Institution," separate from the people for whom it exists hi the first place.
The few students who are asked to participate In fund-raising and public
relations provide the service gladly. Yet, it remains a service that Is not
reciprocated by any evidence of consideration for students on the part of the
business-minded administration. "Evidence of consideration" would have been
shown by informing students of the TIA's activities; "evidence of consideration"
would have been shown by including more students hi some aspect of the planning
and/or execution of public relations functions.

Last weekend, an administrative program entitled "Trinity In Action"
sponsored a series of events for Parents, Alumni, and Friends of the College. The
calendar listed various symposiums with faculty and administrators, and included
only one session, a panel discussion, in which students took a part. The object of the
weekend, as far as we can see, was to present potential supporters with a clear and
positive view of the aims and functions of the College.
The Tripod ^oes not question the existence of this program. We fully realize
the importance of obtaining active support for the college. We also see that the
success of this program holds direct benefits for students, for they can only gain
from endowment and improvement funds. For this reason, we question the way in
which this and other public relations activities have been handled. At best, this
weekend's itinerary could have afforded a superficial view of the objectives of the
college. Superficial, because no opportunity was given to see the "liberal arts"
principles in practice. Students were not really a part of this presentation, for they
were informed neither of its existence, nor of its intent, and for the most part were
overlooked as participants.
It seems that administrators either do not see or do not want to see, that

Letters
No "Cold War"

•,-.y,£
*K-V

To the Editor,
I agree with the Editor in last
week's editorial that communications are important. However, we
don't have a "cold war" at Trinity.
What we have is much less
dramatic, much more typical: it is
simply that in the interactions
which occur over daily concerns,
-NSS ,ai| soinetwines succeed anrt
'
asS^net\ines f a t t e n getttng.^out:
message across.
Admittedly, not everyone who
wants to be consulted on every
issue is, but we do operate in an
open manner.
There are ample opportunities
to converse with various officers of
the College and we do listen to
students. However, if the perception is that we have breakdown of
communication at Trinity, then we
all need to address ourselves to
that failure.

I invite your ideas and initiative. Members of the Cabinet and
the Faculty Conference would
welcome working with students
interested in creating a better
network of communications on
campus.
We know it is easier to touch
bases than to mend fences. One of
the challenges of communicating,
however, is that what we say is not
nearly as important as what others
hear.
Sincerely,
Theodore D. Lockwood

Bad Will
To the Editor:
The issue of communication
between various sectors of the
Trinity community was the central
issue in the Tripod Editorial of last
week. It is a vital point and one
central to any campus-wide publi-
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escorts for women are necessary.
And let's assume that the present
attitudes within Trinity's security
escort system, and the implications
of these attitudes are unpleasant.
With these two assumptions in my
consciousness, I can now attempt
to express the spectrum of feelings
aroused every time I take a security
escort. None of these feelings are
positive ones. And these negative
feelings (frustration and humiliation ranking high) are caused
largely by the attitudes of the
security guards.
I suppose the most effective
way of substantiating my claim and
defining,these attitudes is to relate
my most recent escort experience.
Last night I called for an escort. I
entered the car of two security
guards. "Hi." I said. "Name."
one of them said. "Where t o . " I
answered. So much for the verbal
communication between the security guards and me. For the
remainder of the ride I listened
(overheard, you might say in light
of their seeming unawareness of
my existence.) to them complain
(for lack of a stronger work) about
doing escorts. One of them said,
"Doing escorts takes a man away
from his job." The other said, "I
thought the students were going to
take care of this. What they need
(i.e. Trinity's Security force) is a
man on from 5:00 p m to 1:00 am to
handle only escorts." Etc. When
we arrived at my street, the driver
stopped a few houses short of mine
and I said unsuspectingly, "It's up
a little further." To which he
sarcastically replied, communicating (not-so) secret messages to his
comrade, "Ohhhh."
Culmination of culminations. I
do not take security guards who
escort me tor granted. Nor am I
ungrateful for the service. However, I cannot comprehend the
consciousness of anyone who
wishes to begrudge me a few
moments of personal safety or
interprets my concern for personal
safety as a will to exploit. I wonder
how security guards, hired for the
express function of keeping Trinity
inhabitants safe (as opposed to
Trinity's inhabitants' stereos, cars,
bicyles, etc.) can feel that escorting
Trinity women "takes a man away
from his job." Granted limited
funds might preclude the hiring of
an additional security guard and/or
the acquisition of another security
car. Ideally, Trinity would be able
security to procure this additional guard

cation. I feel it necessary to add my
comments, — a supplement, of
sorts — taking the issue further
than an Editorial allows.
The Tripod operates on one of
many levels as a service to the
Trinity community. This includes
the administration. The paper
receives last minute requests from
various administrative officers of
the College not infrequently. Often
these additions require substantial
extra efforts on the part of the staff
to include such articles, announcements and blurbs in that week's
issue.
The Tripod, in turn, makes not
unreasonable requests of the administration to be kept informed of
events and, from time to time, asks
that small amounts of time be set
aside out of administrators' and
prominent visitors' schedules to
enable Tripod staffers to gather
pertinent information.
Too often these requests go
unheeded. The administration then
complains that the paper does not
adequately cover certain events.
Administrators are busy people (as
most student editors know), but
journalists have deadlines of their
own to meet.
This past week a panel of
prominent journalists held forth in
Goodwin Theatre and George F.
Will lectured to a large crowd in the
Washington Room. These events
were of interest to the population of
the College and of clear journalistic
import to the Tripod.
It is unfortunate that the
speakers and administrators involved did not go out of their way to
provide a bit of extra professional
courtesy to the editors of the
Tripod. There would have been
ample opportunity for such action.
As a former editor-in-chief of the
Tripod, I find it rather rude
(unconscious though it might have
been) that the current editor-inchief and possibly some of her top
staff were not invited to the dinner
held for the visiting journalists.
Such action would not have been
inconvenient and would have demonstrated a positive attitude on the
part of the program's organizers.
Sincerely,
Marc S. Blumenthal '78

Unhappy Escorts
To the Editor,
Let's assume

that

and/or car. But if they cannot or
will not do so, the attitudes of
security guards, which perpetuate
feelings and attitudes in the women
who are subject to them, must
change.
NameWitheld

Hustling Security
To the Editor,
I was speaking with afriendof
mine a few days ago about weighty
economic issue when he tekted to1'
me an interesting exampte ol a
misallocation of resources. After
hearing his story I felt obliged to
write to you and share myfriends
experience.
It seems that he was walking
back from a gas station on Broad
Street and chose to walk behind the
Ferris Athletic Center. This pat
took him by the hard-surfaced
tennis courts. As I am sure you
know, there is next to the hard-su •
faced tennis courts a parking lot
As it happened, there was a Tnnrt) |
College Security vehicle » » ' |
parking lot with its engine running.
My friend, being of quick mind and
ecology-loving soul, walked over
to the car to turn off the engine ano
put an end to the waste of gas.
However, as my friend neare
the car, he noticed that there was^a
form inside. Sensing that som
thing was amiss, he slowed"
pace so that he could approach^
vehicle unnoticed. Finally *e fo»
became discernable.lt was, in WJ
a Trinity College Security Guaro.
What my friend then observed'
the basis of this letter. The guart
was sitting on the front sea
intently studying the latest issu
Hustler magazine.
d
My friend watched the g t o d
until the latter eventually rea
now
that he and "Miss January « «
longer alone. At this P°' nt
guard reacted like the true
sional security man that n •
throwing the car into reverse
racing away.
^y
ffl
Surely there must be sO ^ otive ,
for Trinity to utilize its autom ^
fuel, and human resouce
fashion better suited to an inst^
tion of higher learning, i
( a
mean to criticize, but we
d
professor of economics 1
ns^
surely use this episode as a . ^ |
by which my class would a
ai
firm grasp of the concept
misallocation of r e s o u r c c s s i n ,. c r c ly. ]
Peter Bain'811
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Commentary
Over the Transom: Short Encounters
by Eric Grevstad
Whenever the media gets hold
of something, they run it into the
ground. No sooner does a new word
oi phrase come up man you see it
in every newspaper, magazine, TV
show, and monologue in America:
People were working "Roots" into
everything last year, as they did
"lust" the year before that; every
editorial cartoonist in the country
did a panel with the shark coming
up towards the surface from laws.
It's like AM radio.
This is happening right now
with Close Encounters, a brilliant
movie which is rapidly turning into
a catch phrase; the words "date,"
"meeting," "near miss" and "sight"
are disappearing from the
language, and everything nowadays
is a "close encounter" — or, in
shorthand, a CE 3, which is catching on almost as fast. (Not to
mention the off-color jokes about

==

i waltl

song with no small success, pulling hand, I am a tall person (6'i" in my "Short people got no reason to
it off the air in some cities; the dancing shoes), and many of my live" as the punchline. For
resultant publicity has made the lesser friends disagree with me — example:
— What did the mob say as they
record a smash and the short the Editor, for instance, and much
stormed
the king's court during the
of
the
Tripod
staff.
As
far
as
I
am
people furious.
French
Revolution?
Although my taste in music has concerned, Short People is written
— "Court people got no reason
been questioned before, I like in fun and should be taken as such, to live."
with
a
serious
message
about
Short
People;
I
have
liked
Randy
"Close encounter" has replaced
What did Major Anderson say
"to see" in standard English — "I Newman for several years — if prejudice in it was well; this is what when he refused to surrender Fort
satire
is
all
about,
and
I
will
stand
anyone
can
do
the
music,
I
am
see that girl," "I just saw my adSumter to the Confederate army at
visor." New conversations have writing a Randy Newman song up for it any time.
Charleston?
Besides,
the
song
has
made
about Hartford and the Civic
come up:
— "Fort people got no reason
possible the new pastime of Short
"I just had a CE 1 with my Center — and I think Short People People jokes — not in the sense of to leave."
is the best new song since Nobody
This could be the biggest thing
advisor."
Does It Better,, which is another Polish or Norwigian jokes or
since Chattanooga Choo-Choo
"What did he say?"
Tripod
writer
jokes,
but
using
one I identify with. On the other
jokes.
" 'May the course be with you.'
Somewhat of the same thing is
happening with Randy Newman's
Short People, a Top 40 hit that
makes the musical statement
"Short people got no reason to
The standard safari through East Africa
live." Short people see no reason to
by Mac Margolis
was prepaid in Kenyan shillings so that, apart
laugh at this and are protesting the
from obtaining visas and buying souvenirs,
For years, tour operators based in Nairobi,
tourists never had to purchase Tanzanian
Kenya conducted "safaris" throughout East
currency. Often, tour operators bought space
Africa. International airlines ran daily flights
in international newspapers offering alluring
from London, Rome, New York, Frankfurt,
advertisements such as "Come see the
f'om all over the world, ferrying tourists to
However, the real key to this
Serengeti, Come to Kenya," or "Climb Mr.
Kenya's cosmopolitan capital. Visitors were
scheme for world domination rests
Kiliminjaro. Come to Kenya." Or, there were
offered plush acconiodations and itineraries
with control of the Canal. Imagine
subtler messages along the lines of a brochure
covering a range of some twenty game
this scenario: the year is 1985 and
printed by a Kenyan firm, General Tours and
reserves and national parks. Nearly all the
the Panamanians, breaking the
Safaris Ltd., displaying all the possible trips
package tours began in Nairobi, dropped
treaty agreement, have taken over
within eastern Africa but omitting the fact that
south throught the Kenyan parks and then
the Canal. Fighting in the Middle
nearly half the parks listed were in Tanzania.
dipped into northern Tanzania covering the
East has resulted in the Egyptians
Now the situation has radically altered.
magnificant Serengeti and Lake Manyara
closing the Suez Canal, A SovietThe border between Tanzania and Kenya was
National
Parks,
and
Ngorongoro
Crater,
the
sponsored South African governclosed for several months to all overland and
'unofficial eighth wonder of the world'
ment is blocking oil shipments
air traffic. Further, the East African Comaccording
to
one
description.
around the Cape of Good Hope.
munity, the body which once linked Tanzania,
Predictably, a major portion of the East
While all this is happening, the
Kenya and Uganda in mutual development
African economy was structured around
Alaskan pipeline is "accidentally"
strategies, has effectively broken up. Tourism
capturing the foreign exchange brought in by
sabotaged by a Soviet "satellitewas but one, perhaps minor factor in the
international tourists. Yet in no way has the
missile." It is a well-kept secret
disintegration of the East African Community
sizable profit accrueeed evenly to the
among those high-up in the Pen(EAC), yet the exploitation inherent in the
Tanzanian, Ugandan and Kenyan econotagon that the recent Russian
dominant Kenyan tourist industry well
mies.* And, the image that emerged, an
satellite accident in northwest
illustrates the larger tensions that ied to the
image promoted by most tourist enterprises,
Canada was in fact a disguised an
total rupture in East African relations.
was that Kenya was the exclusive gateway to
typically clumsy attempt to cut off
cont. on page 10
the East African game reserves.
the oil flow from Alaska and
thereby precipitate an economic
crisis.
Now who would benefit from all
this? It can only be Panama,
Having expanded the Canal with
American aid, the Panamanians
would be in an ideal position to
dictate terms in exchange for
allowing passage of the precious oil
supplies to the East Coast of the
United States.
And once Panama succeeds,
what next? Soon there will be
Mexican claims on Texas and
California, Spanish claims on
Florida, and French claims on
Louisiana. The Canadians may
even want their economy back.
RESTAURANT
This would clearly be an untidy and
681 WETHERSFIELD AVE
humiliating state of affairs. Only if
HARTFORD CONN
246-5645
Americans act now can we combat
the growing menace of encroachment. I can almost hear the
battle cry: Today Panama,
Tomorrow Pennsylvania!

CE 4's.) Time "s notorious for this
sort of thing, but even the New
York Times has succumbed: What
did the Times call the Russian
satellite's landing in Canada? A
"First Encounter of a Close Kind."

East Africa: Tenuous Relationship

The Panama Plot

by Eric Samuelson
If the 1960's were the decade of
Vietnam, then the 1970's will
certainly be noted as the Panama
Canal decade. Although emerging
late as the crisis area of the decade,
Panama will be remembered when
Watergate and Soviet-American
detente are long forgotten. The
abiding significance of the Panama
issue was underscored last week
with President Carter's fireside
chat on the treaty ratification; the
use of this venerable domestic
format
demonstrated
the
President's concern over the
deceptively obscure Latin isthmus.
Now why is this, you ask? How
can a small Central American
country obtrude so greatly on the
foreign policy of the most powerful
nation on earth? After all, many
will recall how Gerald Ford's
campaign for re-nomination in
1976 was all but derailed by Ronald
Reagan's serendipitous discovery
that Panama was hot stuff to the
American public. The answer to
this mystery lies in creeping
Panamanian imperialism.
The recapture of the Canal
Zone is only the beginning of the
perfidious Panamanian designs.
Under the leadership of Gen, Omar
Torijos, a man who makes Fidel,
Castro look like a kindly cigar
manufacturer, they plan to create a
Latin American superstate by first
annexing Columbia, from which
Panama was created, and then oilrich Venezuela. With these
valuable possessions firmly under
control, the Panamians will have
enormous coffee and oil resources,
this striking at the heart of the
American economy, with its twin
addictions to caffeine and gasoline.
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The Demise Of The East African Community
cont. from page 9
Much has been written on the death of the EAC, but
most articles and commentaries to date have reduced the
issue to one of a political squabble—a spat between
African heads of state. To be sure, there was
considerable political controversy, tactics and countertactics, among partner states, put these antagonisms
become meaningful only in a broader context.
The East African union was from its inception a very
tenuous alliance, and tensions were written into the very
fabric of the cooperative agreement. The EAC was
formally conceived in the so called Kampala Agreement
of 1967. Ideologically, the Community was committed to
mutual reliance and a development scheme that broke
with historical patterns of colonial rule. Ironically, the
structural basis for the EAC largely presupposed rather
than reversed the trends of the pre-independence era.
As British teritories, Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda
were linked in many ways. There had long been a
common East African market, where indigenous
products and British imports could be circulated. A
standard currency was employed and credit was
administered directly from the metropolitan Bank of
England. Thus, not only were these three countries
internally integrated, they were most significantly
extensions of the British economy. This colonial
'symbiosis' was evident in each of the dependencies,
where finance and economic development, fluctuated
with the vicissitudes of the British economy and the
chronic balance of payments crises.
Beyond this, the contours of the three colonial
societies varied according to their particular relationships with the mother country. Kenya was always
something of a darling colony, its balmy equatorial
climate and lush countryside attracting scores of
European settlers. By World War II, Kenya had acquired
a sizable expatriate population, and in certain areas of
western and central Keny (known to this day as the
"white highlands") Europeans acquired thousands of
acres of the most fertile land. With this permanent
affluent settler population, there was ample demand to
stimulaie local industrial development and the growth of
a fairly extensive infrastructure.

c<

The demise of the EAC did not
seem to make much of an
..,4 r, international stir."

In Tanzania and Uganda on the other hand,
Europeans never systematically obtained land as in
Kenya. Apart from cash cropping (cotton, coffee, tea and
sisal for the most part) the two countries remained
unindustrialized and practically economically stagnant
up until independence. The bulk of accumulated revenue
was brought in by the few export crops sold to buyers in
Europe and the West.
In this light, eastern Africa might best be described
not as three separate national entities, progressing at
relative paces, but rather.as a region under British
hegemony historically interlinked and dramatically
skewed in economic development.
Except for a brief period in the late 1960's, Tanzania
and Uganda have been net importers of food and
manufactures. And Kenya came increasingly to supply
the bulk of these needed commodities, particularly after
the late fifties when Kenya's own exports changed from
predominantly raw materials to processed goods. This
economic dependence is reflected in the trade figures for
East Africa in the decades after World War II.
Economic growth in Tanzania and Uganda came
much more from exports outside East Africa than
revenue from goods sold within the common market.
Kenya, on the other hand, imported heavily from abroad
and by 1965 marketed some 33% of her own produce to
the partner states. At the same time, Kenya's imports
from Tanzania and Uganda never came to more than 6%
of the total import bill. Throughout the neneteenfifties
and early sixties, Tanzania and Uganda did manage to
develop significant surpluses from foreign trade, but
both countries ran a deficit in trade with Kenya.
Naturally Kenya, itself a net importer of European
finished goods, looked to the markets of neighboring
nations to bolster its own balance of trade. Within the
common market, customs revenues were set up so as to
protect fledgling East African industries, favoring
exports to imports. Once more this worked to exacerbate
lopsided development, boosting Kenya's expanding
industrial sector but working against the weaker
importing and primary producing nations.
Thus, the East African Community, was born. East
African leaders were growing increasingly alarmed that
political independence had not eliminated the economic
dependencies hampering all three countries. In this
context, the 1967 Kampala Agreement was conceived as
a kind of balancing mechanism, outlining strategies
whereby industrial development could be equalized
among partner states.
'Due to the political situation Ugandan parks had long
been dropped from the borchures of most tour agencies.
Uganda will not figure centrally in this analysis.

At first t h e EAC ran smoothly. A "transfer t a x " was
implemented, and a tariff was levied on all intracommunity trade. T h e revenue collected w a s t o serve as a
general fund for all of east Africa. Partner states were
designated trustees of specific industries in order to
avoid redundancy in production and coordinate overall
development. For example, Tanzania sponsored construction of t h e General Tyre Company a n d Uganda's
Nyanza Textile Factory received protective status. The
common market was maintained a n d customs duties
raised on all international trading items were to be
reallocated according to agreed proportions. Once the
rules were established, t h e goal of each industry within
the partner states was maximum production and
maximum profitability.
But these measures were not to stand for lokng, and
in fact were largely contradicted by forces that had
shaped East Africa long before t h e '67 agreement came
about. The relatively advanced industrial sector in Kenya
stood only to lose from these quasi-mercantilist policies
and many Kenyans argued that the transfer tax and other
protectionist measures were impediments to national
economic progress. Eventually, Kenya came to view the

"... It is apparent how the East
African Community reflected the
historical imbalances It was
meant to redress
EAC a s a free-market zone where all profits would accrue
to t h e producer and economic expansion would be
determined solely by supply and demand.
According to sources in t h e East African Community
Information Bureau, in Dar es Salaam, Kenya sought to
repeal t h e transfer tax barely after t h e ink was dry on the
Kampala agreement. Kenyan companies began to invest
in precisely those industries earmarked for Tanzania
and Uganda. The Kenyan government invited the
American tire multinational, Firestone, to construct a
plant outside of Nairobi, thus competing directly with
General Tyre in Tanzania. Tanzanian batteries were
challenged and virtually squeezed off t h e market by
Kenyan products.
GraduaUy there e m e r g e d a duplication of industry in
many areas of manufacturing; inventories piled u p ; and
cutbacks in production followed d u e to t h e plethora of
certain goods on t h e common market (e.t. textiles, tires,
cigarettes, batteries, iron, etc.).
The situation was agravated in other areas as well.
There h a d always b e e n a substantial market for Kenyan
manufactures in landlocked Zambia. H u g e lorries,
owned by large firms in Kenya were sent on a regular
basis straight, through Tanzania a n d across t h e eastern
border of Zanbia. As part of t h e EAC agreement, East
African commercial vehicles paid only a nominal license
fee for transit within t h e common market zone, instead of
a charge by tonnage. The damage a n d congestion caused
by t h e constant flow of Kenyan lorries w a s phenomenal.
The modest Tanzanian road system, which barely
sustains t h e volume of domestic traffic, took a heavy toll. .
It is estimated that t h e road repair schedule increased
from a three year to a yearly period d u e to t h e added
burden of Kenyan trucks alone.
Tanzania eventually countered this situation by
imposing a weight restriction on all commercial vehicles.
Many of Kenya's larger trucks were either forced to sit
idle o r take a circuitous route to Zambia via Uganda,
Rwanda, and Zaire.
Hostilities between Tanzania and Kenya spiralled
after t h e border restrictions. By this time there was a
kind of development free-for-all, member states
establishing industry according to strictly national
priorities. Separate currencies h a d been introduced and
smuggling w a s rampant along all borders. Partner states
were frequently paying exorbitant amounts for East
African manufactured products ( mostly Kenyan), often
far above t h e international selling price.
Political tensions also escalated. Kenya regarded the
b o r d e r restrictions a s an act of economic aggression, and
countered with a calculated political move. February,
1977, marked the tenth anniversary of Tanzania's famous
Arusha Declaration, t h e manifesto of "socialism and
self-reliance." A massive demonstration w a s planned
and dignitaries from all over t h e globe were invited t o
take part in t h e ceremonies. Suddenly, Kenya grounded
the jointly run East African Airways, immediately
nationalizing all aircraft and facilities within t h e Kenyan
borders. T h e explanation offered w a s that t h e airlines
was on t h e verge of bankruptcy a n d that only t h e Kenyan
government was footing the bill.
Tanzania responded immediately by sealing t h e
border bewteen t h e t w o countries. As a final measure,
international airlines were prohibited from operating
joint runs between Nairobi and D a r e s Salaam, marking
for all practical purposses t h e e n d of t h e ailing East
African Community.
The demise of t h e EAC did not seem to make much of
an international stir. T h e "Voice of A m e r i c a " braodcast

from Johannesburg, beamed a lengthy lament to the rest
of t h e continent, and Time magazine carried an
abbreviated piece. But little appeared in the western
press, and many tourists who had planned to travel
throughout East Africa last fall were wholly unaware of
the travel b a n . That t h e border reopened in December
only served to further downplay the public assessment of
problems in East Africa.
But now that t h e dust h a s settled somewhat and the
political tenions abated, it is apparent how the East
Afrecan Community reflected t h e historical imbalances it
was designed to redress. At the time of the Community's
break u p , Tanzania was if anything even more dependent
on neighboring Kenya than in 1967. Despite the
theoretical sharing of authority and resources, prescribed in t h e Kampala agreement, Kenya remained the
de facto center of East African development. The
majority of technical skills, maintenance facilities,
transport, and workshops for aircraft and vehicles were
concentrated in Kenya. Indeed, part of t h e effectiveness
of Kenya's move to ground East African Airways was the
fact that Tanzanians could not fly outside their own
country without booking a foreign airlines.
Most Tanzanians I met, and many Kenyans as well,
felt that, contrary to what was believed, Tanzania will not
suffer critically form the dissolution of t h e EAC. Many
Tanzanian government officials and executives in
parastatal organizations praised t h e cessation of
relations with Kenya as another step towards
self-reliance. The Tanzanian office of t h e East African
Community, in Dar es Salaam, predicts an eventual
stabilization of prices for most commodities. And apart
from a few goods, (e.g. telephone poles, radios and
cassettes) Tanzania h a s found substitutes for most of the
major Kenyan products.
As an example, Tanzania used to import several
million shillings of CO2 from Kenya for soft drinks, and
for two months last year there were virtually no
carbonated beverages to b e found. But a whole plant was
imported from a Duropean firm and Tanzania now
produces its own Carbon dioxide.
Interestingly enough, Tanzanian tires have held their
own against Kenyan Firestones, and one employee of
General Tyre told m e that there is a sizable though
unpublicized demand for Tanzanian tires in Kenya.
Everywhere, in fact, Tanzanian self-reliance seems to
have been boosted since t h e end of diplomatic relations
with Kenya. In clothing stores, bookshops, and all the
little " k u k a s " in the major urban centers, there is a
consistent emphasis on Tanzanian made products. Even
many of t h e imported Chinese goods ( e . g . silverware,
powdered milk, toothpaste) may soon b e replaced b;'
domestic products.

' ' Tanzanian self-reliance seems
to have been boosted
since the end of diplomatic
relations with Kenya."
The fate of t h e EAC remains to b e seen. Tanzania is
still holding out for a ressurection of t h e community. The
EAC facilities located .within Tanzania have not been
formally nationalized, but are being held in 'public trust'
according to one official in Dar es Salaam.
Yet, it would appear that in order to obtain a workable
solution, not only must t h e EAC b e a radically different
organization, b u t the East African nations themselves
must develop more cokmpatible political and economic
systems. Kenya's unabashedly capitalist orientation and
its dependency on foreign firms and aid portend only
antagonistic relations with neighboring nations.
The East African Community w a s not a creation of the
1967 agreement; it w a s but an old arrangement newly
annointed, a colonial artifact which rested on the very
inequities it hoped to erase. As such, t h e degree to whicn
the three partner states were integrated—the extent to
which political, economic and social schemes were bound
together— only assured further dependency and uneven
development in eastern Africa a s a whole.
As Egyptian economist, Samir Amin,
interview in t h e November issue of **•*•
^
commenting on the EAC: ' " A n economic union b a ; *
market rules such as localization of industry ^ " ^
larger geographical area and t h e goal of the highest^
of profit will only aggravate unequal development. • •
And, as Tanzania's Kilimanjaro airport ° P e n * j o r
direct international flights, it may well b e that a r n « ^
part of Kenya's foreign exchange will b e thTe!it?
' t
the likely event the border is again closed, the• m ^
spectacular safaris in East Africa will b e i n 8 C C f s * ' ° r i s t s
Nairobi's lucrative tourist industry. For, then, if ° ^
wish t o climb M r . Kiliminjaro, a n d see S e r e n g e ^ ^
Ngorongoro crater, they must undoubtedly co
Tanzania."
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Alvin Ailey Dance Troupe at Bushnell

by Leslie Finch

The Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater ended its three day
engagement at the Bushnell with an
electrifying performance last
Wednesday evening. Modern, jazz,
and classical ballet techniques
were
utilized
by
the
choreographers in the creation of a
remarkable synthesis that could
only be called "dance theater." The
dancers were comfortable in expressing themselves through these
diverse forms of movement and
were capable of complex and often
rapid transisitions of style with
considerable ease. For this reason,
the audience did not see an abrupt
and perhaps awkward technical
change. Instead, it felt subtle
transformations in its emotional
relationship with those on stage.
The program opened with a
work
entitled
"Streams"
choreographed by the company's
artistic director Alvin Ailey and
first performed in 1970. Ailey
compelled the audience members
to attempt to understand the
correlation of the dancers'
movements, the lighting, the music
of the percussion ensemble, and
the title "Streams." The audience
did not sit back and observe
technical "tricks" displaying
superficial virtuosity as is often the
case in many classical ballets, but
pondered on the meaning of the
piece. In "Streams," Ailey used the
imagery of flowing water as a
metaphor to describe the different
paths we follow in our experiences
of life. The first of eight
movements sets the patterns and
steps that recur intermittently
throughout to unify the piece. The
company entered stage in a
diagonal direction and danced the
same movements, suggesting that
all enter life in the same manner.
The following movements
described different relationships
occurring in the streams of life.
The second movement was a rather
sloppy pas de deux; the
choreography seemed awkward for
the dancers and several lifts were
not fully extended as they should
have been. This was the only instance of carelessness in the
performance as Ailey's dancers
characteristically have a clean
technique. In another movement,,
two men engage in a battle
suggested not by physical contact
but by tensions in the contrasting
movements. The com.ict was
disturbing because it ends without
resolving. Five large circular lights
on the stage floor together with
musical echoes evoke an underwater domain in which a
woman was the sole ruler and
inhabitant in the fifth section. This
contrasts to the lonely, powerless
woman lost in a sea of many small
circular lights in a previous

for
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movement. A later section explores
love relationships with three
heterosexual couples, one lesbian
couple, and oae homosexual
couple, each danced a sensual pas
de deux in different rhythms. The
piece ended with the entire
company as it began, but with more
extroverted jazz steps directed to
the audience rather than the
previous modern movements
motivated from within the self.
The second work was a
lengthly solo entitled "Cry." It was
dedicated to "all black women
everywhere — especially our
mothers." Estelle Spurlock gave a
moving performance in this role
choreographed by Ailey. Spurlock
symbolizes all black women who
have worked hard for next to
nothing and whose only happiness
is derived from fantasies and hopes

for the future of their children. She
was dressed in white and carried a
long, narorw strip of white cloth
which she alternately used in
menial back breaking tasks and in
her fantasies. She scrubbed floors,
and ironed and dreamnt she was an
aristocrat with a lace shawl and an
exotic turbaned woman. The
audience cried for the black
woman who was downtrodden, yet
strong because she can escape
through dancing her dreams into
reality.
"Rainbow
'Round
My
Shoulder," choreographed in 1959
by Donald McKayle, was a
depressing piece depicting the
tragedy of being on a chain gang.
The seven men suffered as slaves,
but had some consolation through
their dreams of women. "The
Dream," danced tenderly by

Donna Wood, appeared as the
Sweetheart, Mother, and Wife in
different sections of the piece. She
was the "Rainbow 'Round My
Shoulder," also the name of one of
the black folk work songs that were
specially arranged as music for this
work, and only through her could
they feel a part of humanity. Ailey's
male dancers evoked emotion on
top of their strong technique and
ability to convey a sense of
brotherhood by dancing in perfect
unison.
"Suite Otis," a tribute to the late
Otis Redding choreographed by
George Faison to music by the
singer, was an excellent choice to
complete an exciting performance.
The audience went wild over both
Redding's songs, which drew
"ooh's" and "aah's," and the
terrific jazz technique of the

company. Often the dancing was
humorous and comically poked
fun, though in admiration, at
Redding's blues songs. "Suite Otis"
was probably the best liked piece
of the evening because in it the
dancers' enthusiasm released any
tensions previously built up by
other works. All in all, Ailey's
company gave a smashing performance and was met with a well
deserved warm reception by the
Hartford audience.
The Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater was brought to the
Bushnell as a part of the Hartford
Ballet's dance series. Also in the
series are the Lar Lubovitch
company of Dance (March 3-4), the
Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre (March
31-April 1), and the Hartford Ballet
(April 28-29).

The Tip of an Iceberg
by peter bain
This is the first of
series on theatre at Trinity.

a

three-part

Theatre at Trinity College can be likened to
an iceberg. The many productions which are
mounted and presented to the student body are
no more than a tiny percentage of the theatrical
work that is done on campus. And sadly, very
few people seem willing even to take the time to
attend performances and see the tip of this
seemingly enigmatic iceberg that is Trinity's
theatre.
Even the dramatic opportunities available to
undergraduate students seem to be heavily
shrouded mysteries. In fact, there are myriad
chances for a student to become a part of a
show, either departmentally or student produced, for credit or as an extra-curricular
activity, or as an actor or a technician.
There are at present three types of theatre
operating at Trinity. Each semester the
Theatre Arts department presents six one-act
plays, produced by the members of Professor
Roger Shoemaker's directing class, and one
major show. The Trinity College Jesters, the
student drama organization, provides the
funding for producitons in which all work is
done by students. Finally, Trinity sponsors the
Summerstage program, a summerstock theatre

that held its first season last year and provides spend a great deal of time working furiously in
professional theatre for Hartford during the the Austin Arts Center to provide Trinity with
months in which the Hartford Stage Company outstanding theatrical productions. And yet
these productions often go unnoticed by a large
does not perform.
At present, the Theatre Arts department is number of students. Professor Shoemaker, who
preparing the major spring production, Muriel is directing The Prime of Miss Jean Brodle,
Spark's The Prime of Miss Jean Brodle. It is, to speculated that only 20% of the undergraduates
say the very least, a massive undertaking. The see a dramatic production at Trinity and that
play will run through six performances, Febru- even fewer participate. Professor Shoemaker
ary 23,24, and 25 and March 3,4, and 5. When it mentioned that a not inconsiderable number of
is all over, some twelve hours of theatre will students seem to view the people associated
have been seen by perhaps 1500 people. But with drama as a separate group on campus
performances and audiences barely begin to tell which, in his opinion, could have led to an
alienation of some segments of the student
the story of a dramatic production at Trinity.
Disregarding the twenty-one members of body. Shoemaker emphasized that participation
the cast who will put in more that 1800 in dramatics is easy at Trinity and that there is
man-hours of rehearsal-time, there are close to no reason for "theatre people" to be seen as a
fifty people who will work to insure that the clique, commenting, "You don't have to live
show is a success. Seven seamstresses will work down here (Austin Arts Center) to take part, or
180 hours making costumes; the light crew will at least to sit in the seats."
In sum, theatre at Trinity is alive and well
labor nearly 480 man-hours; and the carpenters will log a mannoth 2800 man-hours and living in the Austin Arts Center. The only
building the six sets demanded for the show, problem is that drama is an art form too often
all of which must be strong, light, and mobile. It ignored by the college community. An art
is, quite obviously, a very heavy responsibility unnoticed is in danger of disappearing
to mount each semester's production. It completely and many people seem to believe
requires a great deal of energy, dedication, and that Trinity's theatre program has done just
love for the theatre to make such a that. Perhaps it is time for those same people to
journey down to the Goodwin theatre, patronize
commitment.
Such energy, didication, and love exists at productions, and see the entirety of the iceberg
Trinity. There are many people on campus who that is theatre at Trinity.

Browne's' Running On Empty'

Through a Romantic's Eyeglass
The road. A place where rock
'n roll bands make it, break
through or fall off of. There are
those bands that just keep running
on, playing their hearts out night
after night for those people who
live by their music. Between these
two groups is a personal understanding of a child's dream,
captured in the music singer and
listener play over and over, each
wondering and hoping that those
lyrical paradises may actually be
somewhere out there. It's a
children's wasteland, where people
get together to sing, smoke, and
dance, to "forget about today until
tomorrow." This is the world
created by Jackson Browne in his
latest collection of songs, "Running
on Empty," a live album that attempts to capture the life of th"
musician on the road. There is the
audience he wants to stay with and
"play all night long to." But
Browne's real concentration is on
himself as a touring singer. It is his
life on the road through a
romantic's eyeglass.
Through live tapes of concerts,
backstage sessions and even a song
recorded on a bus, Browne portrays
the lonely, drug-inspired life of a
rock band on tour. It is concept
album which appears to havfebeefl

created during the actual springsummer tour Browne made with
the "Section." At a concert in
Charlevoix, Michigan, I saw him
sing a few of the album's best
numbers, "You Love the Thunder,"
"Running On Empty" and "Love
Needs a Heart." At the time, they
picked me up because two were
rockers. Now, they come across as
a child-like picture of the forever
young minstrel singer running
down the road, where "summer
fields" roll by. He's looking for love
on his travels. It's an American
album, with Steinbeck and Guthrie

in mind.
"Running On Empty" is also a
dedication album. Browne sings
songs members Of his band wrote,
while ending the album with "The
Load-Out Stay," the singer's song of
praise to road crew, audience, and
friends who make the show come
off:
"Cause when it comes to
moving me, You guys are the
champs."
The last two songs are an inspiration that has come through the
event of the concert itself. Browne
captures the mutual respect and

between musician and
audience, after spending most of
the album space painting a dismal
picture of one-night stands,
cocaine sessions and singers with
lonely hearts, watching the towns
"roll by." But his rockers roll, and
the ballads are touching, though
muddied in the cliche images of life
on the road. Hell, Browne's a
hopeless romantic, who makes
everything worthwhile in the finale.
"Saty" picks you up, just like the
first song, "Running On Empty."
Browne, has captured those
moments of a concert I remember
the most.
by David Wlnans

"Brodie" Coming Soon
by Ann Crowell,
Jay Presson Allen's "The Prime of
Miss Jean Brodie" will be presented by
the Theatre Arts Department in the J.L.
Goodwin Theatre on February 23-25 and
March 3 and 4 at 8:15 p.m. A matinee is
scheduled for Sunday, March 5 at 2:00
p.m. The play, adapted from the novel by
Muriel Spark and made into an awardwinning motion picture, is set in a
Scottish girl's school in the 1930's.
The play will be directed by Roger
Shoemaker with set design by Paul

Stevens Eldridgc. Costumes will be
designed by Martha Banks and fighting
will be under the direction of John
Woolley. The principle roles will be
undertaken by Leslie Cooper '78 as Miss
Jean Brodie, Hope Malkan '80 as Sandy,
Louise Dewar '79 as Miss Mackay, John
Thompson '81 as Gordon Lowther and
Jim Abrams '78 as Teddy Lloyd. Other
cast members include; Sarah Barrett,
Katie Cole, Kathy Dorsey, Maggie
Affelder, Anita Orsi, Jan Macneil, and
Micheal Countryman.

An Ovation Well Earned By Rose
by Tony Shenton
The second Trinity Organ
Series concert of this semester
featured John Rose playing the
Trinity College 'Organ, assisted by
five Trinity instrumentalists. For
his concert, Mr. Rose chose five
works, ranging widely in difficulty
and style: Entrata Festlva by Flor
Peeters, Concertante for organ,
brass, and percussion by Danial
Pinkham, J.S. Beah's Prelude and
Fugue in B minor, the Little Carols
ol the Saints by Malcolm

Williamson, and the Finale from
the First Symphony of Vierne.
The Peeters work began the
program, featuring Trinity instrumentalists Ed Wrobel (tympani), David Kilroy (first trumpet),
Michael McGovern
(second
Trumpet), Peter Coughlan (french
horn), and David
Gatenby
(trombone). Using stops that mixed
well with the brass, Mr. Rose
stayed in the background while the
brass played and (shown through
on other registration when they
rested.) The brass, however, were

out of tune, and remained so for
the rest of the piece. Mr. Rose
nevertheless, proceeded as if
nothing was wring, and masterfully
executed the rest of the piece.
Through the Hollywood-esque
harmonies, one heard the melody
of the festive hymn, Christus
Vincit, an obligate, which Mr.
Rose chose not to have sung.
The instrumental ensemble left
the stage following their debut, and
Mr. Rose continued the program
with the Prelude and Fugue in B
minor, by J.S. Bach. Although this

a sonic experience unrivalled in our galaxy...
music from the 20th Century Fox film

"STAR WARS"
transcribed for organ by Robert Edward Smith
and performed by

JOHN ROSE
a new release from Delos Records
INSTRUMENT: the great pipe organ at St. Joseph's Cathedral, Hartford, Connecticut,
Installed by Auatin Organs In 1962. The organ's 8,000 pipes fill this space age
cathedral's five million cubic foot interior with a spectrum of sound well beyond the
range o1 a full symphony orchestra.
ARTIST: John Rose is Artist In Residence and College Organist at Trinity College In
Hartford. He regularly performs throughout the United States and Canada and has
made several European concert tours.
RESULT: an album that will whip your woofers and tickle your tweeters. A must for the
stereo buff and collector of organ records, and grand scale enjoyment for everyone
else.

"ROSE DAZZLES, AS USUAL, AND THE RECORDING
IS A SONIC SPECTACULAR,"
—Michael Redmond, The Star-Ledger, Newark
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piece was performed well, it did
not capture the interests of
everyone in the audience. Since
Mr. Rose has performed this work
before, perhaps it was thought of as
a resting place between numbers. It
did not seem as musically played as
the Peeters or the other subsequent
numbers. The problem may have
been the tempo, which did not
sound any different from the
previous work, and which this
reviewer feels should have been
faster.
The third number of the
program was a composition written
for, and commissioned by Mr,
Rose, by Malcolm Williamson,
entitled, "Little Carols oi the
Saints." Since all the movements
had special religious significance,
Mr. Rose introduced the piece.
The
first
movement,
the
Magdalene in the Garden, featured
a triple canon with one voice in
each hand, and one in the pedal.
Francis of Assisi, the second
movement, represented
the
dialogues Francis had with the
animals. The third, Stephen at
Peace, showed the meditations of
the martyr. A militant march was
the subject of the fourth, Ignatio's
the soldier, while the fifth pictured
Paul upon Mars Hill, preaching
vehemently, with solemn reminders of his part in the stoning of
Stephen.
Mr. Rose had a great deal of
technical difficulty to overcome
between the nightmarish meter
changes in the second and fourth
movements, and the rapid parallel
voicing in the last, and he managed
it easily. The piece, however, is
much more interesting to play than
to listen to. Only the second and
the third movements seemed to
elicit much response from the
audience, and the beautiful
melody of the first was not justly
harmonized by the composer. This
was a very disappointing work, but
the performance was near perfection.

The second part of the program
vastly improved upon the first. The
Daniel Pinkham Concertante
opened the second. It was played
brilliantly by both Mr. Rose, and
the brass ensemble. David Kilroy,
Peter
Coughland,
Micheai
McGovern, and David Gatenby
showed good ability on their horns
throughout each movement,
(Canzona, Procession, and Plaint);
worthy of special note was Ed
Wrobel, percussionist, who was
able to show his versatility on many
instruments, at times playing two at
once.
John Rose did a very good job
not only playing the piece, but also
conducting in some spots which
w3ere very difficult to coordinate.
The piece ended in a very peculiar,
but effective way...the brass
players lent the stage, and played
the ending of the piece in another
room, to enhance the greatly
diminished dynamics. This was asuccessful effort for one and all.
Mr. Rose concluded the
program with the last movement of
the First Symphonic for Organ by
Louis Vierne. Although this work
has been played by Mr. Rose
before, the level of excitement was
kept high opening with theme in
the pedals, and a nice flowing
theme in the manuals, Mr. Rose
had the chance to show his great
virtuosity in the French organ
music genre. As he played, both
the performer, performance, and
piece could be called "majestic."
For an encore, Mr. Rose played
the Etude Symphonique by Enrico
Bossi. This work displayed Mr.
Rose's pedal technique, through
the moto perpetuo theme present
throughout almost the whole piece.
This work was played so well that it
brought the audience to its feet,
and the ovation was well earned.
Mr. Rose saved the best for last,
and one wil certainly W&rwartf "•
to his future recitals.

ALBUMS AND POSTERS WILL
BE AVAILABLE FROM FOLLETT'S
BOOKSTORE AT REDUCED RATES,

Arts Calendar
"Man is Man" by Bertolt Brecht. Presented by the Yale Repertory
Theater. Feb. 16,17, 18 and 20-25. ticket Info 436-1600
"The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" Presented by Trinity College
Theater Arts Dept. Feb. 23-25 and March 3-4 at 8:15 p.m. Goodwin
Theater AAC
"Eve" Presented by the Hartford Stage Co. Feb. 2-5 HSC using its
new stage The Old Place Ticket Info 246-6801
"Rain" Presented by the Hartford Stage Co. Adpt. of Maugham's
short story, Feb. 17-March 26. Huntington theater. Ticket Info.
527-5151

Music
Postlude— S.M.A.T.Feb 8th at 9:00 pm In Garmany Hall AAC
Works by Back, Debussy, Lully, Weber

Hartford Stage Co. Jazz Saxophonist Jackie McClene Feb 19 Cryer
and Ford, Composer lyricist March 12 at The Old Place Ticket Into
246-6801
Organ Recital Daniel Roth Feb. 19 4:00 pm works by Bach, Vierne,
and Dupre. $2.00 Donation Trinity Episcopal Church, Hartford.
Bushnell Symphony Series, Cleveland Symphony Orchestra Lorin
Maazul Conduction. Works by Sibelius, Dvorak, and Medelssotin
Feb. 15 Ticket Info 246-6807
The Trinity Program in Music presents Arthur Haas, Harpsichor • ^
Feb. 10 at 8:15 pm Goodwin Theater AAC
j

Exhibitions

nd

Wadworth Atheneum "Paintings From the Netherlands
\ G e r m a n Speaking Countries" Austin Gallery, Avery Court A
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"Alcestis" Presented by the Yale School of DramaFeb 9-11 8:00 pm
Ticket Info. 436-1603

Aztec Two Step Weslyan University, Feb. 17, McConaughy Hall
Ticket Info Downey House Wesleyan, Stairway to Heaven:
Hartford. 9:30 pm
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Announcements
London Semester
More information has recently
been obtained by the Office of
Educational Services & REcords
about the Beaver College Center
for Education Abroad—London
Semester Program. It appears that
this program might be of interest,
especially, to those students who
wish to study in Great Britain for
one term only and be integrated in
classes with British students.
Courses in Social Sciences and
Natural Sciences and Mathematics
are available, but Literature, Art
History and History courses are
only available to classes composed
of all American students.
Psychology, Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Geography, Physics,
Math, Econokmics, Law, and Politics are departments upon which
favorable reports have been received in the past.
Please see the information in
the maroon binder in the Office of
Educational services & Records
Math, Economics, Law, and Polifor both next fall and the spring of
1979 should be submitted this
spring (by mid-March).

Alfredo Gomez-Gil, accompanied
on classical guitar by Angel Sirera.
The presentation will be given on
Wednesday, February 8 at 7:15
p.m. in Wean Lounge. All are
welcome.

WRTC Shows

WRTC-FM. 89.3 is introducing
two new shows in its continuing
effort to keep the public informed
of important Trinity and Hartford
issues. One of these shows,
"Trinity Spotlight" is a weekly
feature, which braodcasts upcoming events in the Trinity and
Those who wish to continue the. Hartford area. It airs Wednesday
sign language class begun last from 4:30-5:30.
semester should come to the first
The other show, "Hartford
meeting on Wednesday February 8 Close-up," broadcasts experts disin McCook 204 at 7:00. If you are cussing topics of community conunable to come at this time and cern. The show has a "telephone
are still interested, please get in talk" format whereby listeners can
touch with me (Susie Cohen, Box call 522-9229 and either ask
434). A beginning class in sign questions or share their views on
language willl be offered through the topic of discussion. The show
the Free University later in the airs every Thursday at 4:30. Host,
semester.
Jim Essey.

Sign Language Class

Women's Center
Discussion

On Thursday, February 9, at
12:30 p.m., the second program in
the ongoing lunch time discussion
series sponsored by the Women's
Center will be held in Alumni
Lounge. Donna Landerman of
Neighborhood Women Against
Rape will speak, and a discussion
The Women's Center Library will follow at 1:00 p.m.
Collective will meet for the first
time next Monday, February 13, at
7:30 in the Women's Center.
Projects for the collective include
organizing and cataloging books
presently in the Center, generating
a list of books and periodicals
There will be a Spanish Club
suggested for purchase, and de- meeting in the Committee Room on
veloping a check-out system for the February 9 at 4:15 p.m. to discuss
library. All interested persons are possible club activities for the
welcome at the meeting. If you
upcoming semester. The club is
cannot attend, sign the sheet in the
particularly interested in organizCenter so that you may be
ing bimonthly discussion groups
contacted in the future.
(Slide shows etc.) led by students
who have studied in Spanishspeaking countries or who have
The Spanish Club will present a some particular interest in Spanish
bilingual reading of Spanish and or Latin American culture which
Latin American poetry by Sr. they would like to share.

Women's Center
Library

Spanish Club
Meeting

Spanish Reading

Release Meeting
Release will hold a short
meeting on Friday-Feb. 10 in the
Alumni Lounge. This is a grour) of
men and women concerned with
gay and alternative lifestyles. All
interested parties are encouraged
to come to the meeting or contact
Release c/o Trinity College Chapel
or Campus box 768.

African Semester
The St. Lawrence University
Nairobi Semester Program will be
held in Africa for the summer 1978
as well as the fall term 1978. The
deadline for applying for participation in the summer term is 15
February, and the deadline for
applying for participation in the fall
term is 3 March.
Dwight Inman from Trinity
College prticipated in this program
last year, and William Ambrose is
participating in it this termk.
More information on this program is available in the Office of
Educational Services & Records
Normally, a student participant
undertakes an internship, and he or
she may then select courses from

the following areas: African Literature, Anthropology, Geography,
Government, or History of East
Africa.
During the summer, a course in
Vertebrate Zoology and Animal
Ecology and one in Tropical Field
Botany will be offered.

Theatre Internship
The Hartford Stage Co., located
at 50 Church Street, has established internship positions in their
scenic, costume, porperty and
administrative departments. At
present they are especially in need
of students interested in working in
public relations, audience development and educational and com
munity services. For further info
contact jeff Gordon at 525-5601.

Martial Arts
Paul Belbutowski will give a
lecture demonstration on the martial arts on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 4:00
in Hamlin Hall. Mr. Belbutowski
holds black belt ranks in Karate
and Iaido (sword art). He has been
teaching and studying in Japan for
two years.

History Movie
The History Department will
show the silent film milestone
"Birth of a Nation," directed by
D.W. Giffith, on Wednesday,
February 8, at 7:00 in the Boyer
Auditorium of the Life Sciences
Center. Members of History 202
are especially urged to come; all
are welcome.

American Studies
Majors
Sophomores interested in the
American Studies major must
contact Professor Eugene Leach by
March 1. The American Studies
Program will have to limit the
number of sophomores accepted
into the major. Students who fail to
express their interest in the major
by March 1 will not be considered
for candidacy.

Tutoring Program

rt
Happy Hour
Mon.-Fri.
4-7
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Live Entertainment
Featuring
f.

Doc Hult - Tues. Feb. 7
Joel Blummert - Wed. Feb. 8
Rosemary Kirston - Thurs. Feb. 9
Stone Creek -FruFeb. 10 & Sat. 11
Doc Hult -Sun. &Mon. 12 & 13

The '.filuegrass Sound
Something New and Exciting
With A a Touch of Class

The Trinity Tutoring Program
needs students willing to devote
one or more afternoons a week to
tutoring local elementary school
students in reading. No prior
tutoring experience is necessary,
only a firm commitment and a
willingness to help. Those
interested should contact Todd
Patterson, box 1911, for details.

AIESEC Meeting
Are you looking for a summer
job abroad? Interested in a high
paying management job? Want to
learn about economic development
and multinational corporations?
Like to meet some new people? If

so, then AIESEC-Trinity is the
organization for you. AIESEC is an
exchange and management train*
ing program and an international,
people organization all in one.
Want to know more? Come to
AIESEC's membership meeting
February 9, Thursday, in Wean
lounge at 7:00. Or write to
AIESEC-Trinity, Box 5000, Trinity
College, for more information.

Study Collective
The Women's Center Study
Collective will hold a brief organizational meeting on Thursday, February 9, at 5:30 p.m. in the
Women's Center. At this meeting,
we will plan our activities for this
semester. New members are
welcome. If you are interested, but
cannot come to the meeting, please
call Rita at ext. 207.

Attention
Bio Majors
Prospective Biology Majors in
the Class of 1980 will be interested
in a meeting to be held at 4:00 p.m.
in Room 134, LSC, on April 7, 1978.
Members of the Department will
discuss the program for majors at
that time. Students in the sophomore class who require the chairman's signature on the form for
Declaration of Major, should watch
these announcements for a schedule of times to be used for this
purpose. In any event, the schedule
of times will be after Spring
Vacation. In the interim, any
member of the Department is
available, for advice and consultation, to all students. Freshmen and
sophomores interested in- Biology
should also watch the Weekly
Calendar for the Biology Seminars
now scheduled for February 9,March 9, and April 6, 1978 (topics
to be announced,)

Pub Schedule
Tuesday, Feb. 7, 9:30 p.m. 10:30 pm. Star Wars by John Rose,
Presenting John Rose's new album
STAR WARS, performed on St.
Joseph's Cathedral Great Pipe
Organ. Free chips and nuts.
Follett's Bookstore will be selling
the album for reduced rites in the
Pub.
Wednesday, Feb. 8,;9:30 pm.
-Closing - Doc Hult on Guitar,
FREE.
Thursday, Feb. 9, 8 P.m. v 12
a.m. Portraits by Ruth Bezanker.
Just in time for Valentine's Day.
Pastels or charcoal. Cost: $5, Only
six sittings available.
Friday, Feb. 10, 9 p.m. Closing - Traditional Pub Music
provided by the "Ancient Orphic
Mystery Band." Co-sponsored by
the Trinity Folk Society.
The Iron Pony Pub will be
closed during open period, Saturday, Fbruary 11 to Saturday,
February 18, 1978. Resume regular hours on February 21'.

<Wa£H fin Cafe
A good sit down bar
with excellent Italian
atmosphere and food.
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More Sports
48 Years Of Squash At Trinity

• *
""•
tt c record.
1 Prominent
D.^uimint on
r\n that
that
an 11-6
squad, captained and coached by
squad was Richard N. Palmer,
Arthur Arnold, posted a 3-9-1 ranked 9th natonally, and "should
The Trowbridge Memorial mark. The college sought experihave been ranked higher" asserts
Building was formally opened enced professional coaching, and in
Coach Dath. Palmer had never
October 19, 1929, with dedicatory the fall of 1932 Paul Kallanan came even seen a game of squash before
speeches from Trinity President to instruct the team. Under his
coming to Trinity, yet his progress
Ogilby, Athletic Director Oosting, aegis Trinity squash had its first was so swift that in his final two
and Assistant Athletic Director Joe winning season: 3-1 in 1933-34. years he achieved an impressive
Attempts at coaching were also 25-7 record against the best
Clark.
After the ceremonies a display made by various players, and by
competition. The next year the
of swimming, diving, and Water- Professor Carl Altmeier, an in- Bantams struggled through an 8-10
polo was put on by the Yale and structor in Philosophy and Psych- season, but from thereon it was all
Wesleyan Swim Teams. While ology. Still, despite marked in- uphill.
most of the assembled crowd terest in the sport the results
Over the past four years Trinity
watched these two stalwart institu- during these years were poor at Varsity Squash has produced an
tions flaunt their aquatic prowess, best,
incredible 53-12 record and a pair
In 1938 Dan Jessee, already the
a handfull of curious onlookers
of national rankings for the team.
gathered upstairs to observe a acknowledged mentor of Bantam 14-2 in 1974 and 11-5 in 1975, both
special exhibition of squash rac- football and baseball, took the of these fine seasons paled in
quets on the brand new courts. squash racquets team under his comparison with the year that
Thus was a new sport baptised at coaching wing. Realizing that the followed.
majority of athletes came to Trinity
Trinity College.
The Bantam Squash Spirits of
Soon after, when a small having never played squash before, '76 swept through a 16 match
number of students, primarily made a concerted effort to build season without a loss. This unpretennis players, expressed an inter- future teams by organizing the cedented undefeated season team
est in developing the game at teaching of squash on a regular ended the year ranked 5th in the
Trinity, Harry L. Cowles, the coach basis. Still it would take some time, entire nation, and featured such
of Harvard tennis and squash, was. and there had been no winning fine players as unbeaten Willam
invited down to Hartford. Cowles seasons by 1943, when the war Ferguson (16-0) and Mai Owen,
came and spent a week at the internened.
ranked 10th nationally.
Trinity squash was made a
college, instructing students in the
The '77 season's 12-5 record
rudiments of squash and putting on varsity sport (albeit known for a again saw Trinity ranked 5th, and
dazzling exhibitions against local good many years as a "minor" Blair Heppe went through all 17
club competition and against mem- varsity sport) in 1942. but the first matches without registering a loss,
bers of that tiny elite (five, to be "Varsity" Squash team went 0-7, to achieve a three year varsity mark
exact) of Trinity students who had and then because of the war did not of 40-9.
reassemble for three years.
played the game before.
The contribution of Roy Dath to
Squash was revived at Trinity in
In early March 1930 Trinity
the progress and success of Trinity
joined in the forming of the1946, still under Dan Jessee. In Squash has been immeasurabllle.
Connecticut Squash Racquets As- 1946-47 the first New England His detailed, scientific approach to
sociation. Paul Kallanan, the form- intercollegiates in Squash were the game, and his incisive and
et Ha/rvatd Champion, was elected held at Dartmouth. Trinity sent two close attention to tbe .training and
B-CTOsctv TJ, , Ogtlby, men, Robert Toland and Jay E. development <k his payers have
Trinity's President, became Vice- Geiger, but unfortunately they worked wonders in an era where
President of the Association. didn't make it past the first round. there is "twice the competition of
Matches were scheduled on suc- Trinity did not put together a the early years,"
cessive weekends by the Associa- winning season until 1958, Dan
."Alot of schools have picked it
tion to determine State rankings Jessee's last year as head coach, (Squash) up since we began,'' Roy
and a State Champion. The brand when the team's 6-4 mark stood as expands. "In the early yars we had
new courts of the Trowbridge its first triumphant year since '34.
to manufacture the majority of our
Memorial were chosen as the In 1959 Roy A. Dath became players from scratch. Now more
Tournament site, and four Trinity Head Coach. He had assisted Dan and more are coming to us
men entered the diverse field Jessee in the program since 1952, readymade."
which consisted of a number of and he tackled his new role with
Dath acknowledges the problem
Yale players, as well as older men fervor.
of facilities: "They're good, but six
Although the competition was
from local athletic clubs. All four
courts are not enough. Its a
Trinity entries were eliminated still severe-the majority of Trinity's tragedy now that every year we
before the semi-finals. Squash at opponents during all those years have to turn away or not give
were the powerhouse Ivies and the
Trinity still had a long way to go.
enough attention to some potentiWithin the college itself a series military academies, thus making ally fine players, or others who
of tournaments were designed to any sort of success difficult-under could greatly benefit from the sport
create both a College Champion Dath Trinity squash attained new if given enough opportunity."
and an intramural Championship levels of respectability. Better
Conditioning and performing as
Team. These intramural constests players, sharpened by the tough a team are_ both given great
did much to enhance the reputation competition, made up the Trinity emphasis on Dath's squads.
and popularity of the game in its teams, although the greater num- "Whatever we might lack in skill
first year at Trinity. John E. Burke ber of them still had to bewe make up for in stamina" and
'32 was the first Trinity Squash "manufactured" from scratch.
"we run as a team, practice as a
Donald D. Mills, Trinity's first
Champion, and was awarded a
team, and have required team
trophy presented by Newton C. undefeated squash player, was 9-0 meetings: this fosters unity."
Brainard, a local Hartford man in 1961. Overthe three years from
Roy A. Dath has been President
interested in the progress of Trinity 1960-1962 he was ranked 8th, 5th, of 'the National Intercollegiate
squash. Also in the winter of 1930 and 4th in the nation. "The best Squash Racquets Association, the
the first Sidney T. Miller trophy, player Trinity ever had," remarks sole governing body of intercolgiven to the college's champion- Coach Dath.
legiate Squash Racquets AssociaRenwick S. Mclver was another
ship intramural squash team, was
tion, the sole governing body of
won by representatives from Delta great Trinity player of the early intercollegiate squash in this
Psi, a fraternity which continued to Dath years, ranked 10th nationally country. George Sutherland,
dominate intramural squash com- in 1964. It was the success of men ; Dath's Assistant Coach, is prelike Mills and Mclver, along with
petition for many years.
sently an officer in the Association.
;; In its first single year the game the efforts, pf Coach Dath in Roy Dath was also instrumental in
of squash had grown incredibly at developing young squash players, the forming of the Women's
trinity College.- The .original five that contributed to the ascendance Squash Association, and played a
students who had been able to play in quality,of Trinity squash over the major role in organizing the very
when the courts were opened in next few years.
fitst women's national tournament
In the late sixties the team came
October had increased sevenfold,
at Trinity.
and by June thirty-five had mas- very close a number of times to a
Trinity squash is in the throes of
winning
season.
Then
in
1971
it
tered the basic game. But the
another potentially excellent year.
history of squash at Trinity was just posted only its third winning The sport has come a long way atop
season in forty years, a remarkable
beginning.
the summit since the years of 19
the first Trinity squash team, 10-6 mark. That same year Trinity consecutive , losing seasons. In
playing informally, was organized inaugurated the John A. Mason relation to many other sports, both
in the fall of 1930 by Ralph D. Round-Robin Tournament, a con- younger and older, at Trinity
Btitton '31, Trinity's tennis cap- test the Bantams have never failed squash is only middle-aged. In the
tain. They played colleges, schools, to win in the eight years of its past ten years it has been one of the
and dubs, posting a mediocre 2-3 existance.
best (102 victories).
In 1972 the Bantam recqueteers
The history of squash at Trinity
The next year an' expanded did themselves one better, posting
is being made every day.

Sports Scene From
The Summit

"

by Ntck Noble

by Nick Noble
All the ideas I had for this first column of 1978 had to be shelved
when I read a hockey article in the Wesleyan paper, a portion of
which I now quote:
"There is something delicious about beating Trinity...
"The Cards did just that last Thursday night, blasting the goons
from Bantamland backtothe zoo in Hartford...
"Someone left the cage door wide open. Trinface sent down its
usual team of animals which physically and—or verbally abused the
opposition, officials, fans, and press under the approving eyes of
their coaches while a large contingent of Trin 'fans' cheered every
cheap hit with drunken fervor.
"But all the cheap—shots and dirtball tactics the Bantams could
muster were not enough to overcome the fired—up Cardinals."
This kind of childish pseudo-sportswriting is disgusting. I realize
that when you write for a school or college paper a certain amount of
bias is legitimate. But only constructive bias, and encouragement
for further team support. Destructive prejudice has no place in any
sports news story. Remember, this is a news story, not an editorial
or commentary. The place for editorializing is in an editorial, and
even so volatile a sports columnist as Dick Young of the Daily News
would not stoop to such subterranean depths.
I could understand, although I would not approve, of such
mudslinging eloquence from a loser. One would think, however,
that a winner would show a little more class.
I am not going to argue the veracity of the Cardinal claims. I
would be the first to acknowledge the tempestuousness of Trinity
fans. But such a vulgar method of complaint makes Wesleyan look
alot worse than Trinity. A much stronger point could have been
made with a little more thoughtful presenation and without the
infantile name-calling. The fact that "other people do it" does not
give anyone with an ounce of integrity the right to be equally as
tasteless.
Still, I haven't much respect for hockey program that gives the
responsible and objective postion of public address announcer to an
aggressive, tactless, and inflammatory personality. No do I
appreciate a newspaper that spends 120 lines expanding upon a
single triumph, while reserving only four lines at the very end to
play down a loss by the remarkable hockey score of 20-1.
SPORTS GENESIS
The game of squash originated in the English prison system
around.1800, Men of high social status,imprisioned for debt found
time to develop a racquet'game utilizing the walls of the jails. Upon
their emergence from incarceration these gentlemen spread their
knowledge and affection for this game which they called,
understandably, racquets.
In 1850 the first formal racquets court was constructed at the
Harrow school. The students loved the game so much they began
playing a miniature version of the game, using the walls of their
cubicles, and a soft hollow ball that made an odd sound when it
struck the wall, and so it was called "squash." This game became
so popular that when a new racquets court was built in 1864, four
squash racquets courts, with formal dimensions and rules, were
also constructed.
The Prince of Wales became enamored of the game in the 1870s,
and under his sponsorship it spread rapidly, coming to America in
1882 by way of St. Paul's School.
The Varsity Basketball teams of both men and women did
superbly this week, and must be noted for their energetic
determination and hustle. The superlative performance of the
Men's Swimming Squad against a team that was supposed to blow
them out of the pool is a sure indication that despite the loss this
could be one of their better years. Finally, Trinity's first sign of
spring appeared this past week, when the hopeful hurlers
assembled in the field house to loosen up their pitching arms for the
.golden season ahead, the cold weather won't last forever.
\
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Track At Williams Invitational
by Alex Magoun
Viewed objectively, the results
of the Williams Invitational do not
bode well for Trinity's Indoor Track
team. Amherst nipped Williams,
70-67, and Wesleyan upset the
Bantams, 21-15, for the first time in
several years. Members of the
"Informal Sport" looked to the
long term consequence of their first
meet, however. Trinity's Spring
Track team can expect some good
showings in the field events, where
co-captains Brett Maclnnes and
David Poulin reign, Maclnnes,
competing almost • simultaneously
JV WRESTLING
TOURNAMENT
Sunday Feb. 19, Trinity will host
the Junior Varsity New England
Wrestling Tournament
with participation by 23
colleges. 11 am
Ferris Athletic Center

in the three jumping contests,
placed second in the triple and hign
jumps, while Poulin racked up six
points himself in the 35 1b. weight
throw and the shotput. Jeff Mather
backed him up the former even:,
taking third.
.
Trinity's depth lay in ™e
sprints, where Richard Wangjw
ished fourth in the 60 yard hign
hurdles, and Paul perry showeu
some potential in the 60 and-W
dashes, and the mile relay, vm
Bilello had Trinity's best time
the 60 with a 6.7
Bantam distance men are spir
ited, but-few, unfortunately. V"
Howe led the 880 before his slowiy
healing left ankle faded on mm.
while John Sandman recorded"
best mile time with a 4:44.5 Alex
.Magoun "fills out" the d l .f a n V
group/and doubled in the mile an
two mile. The hardy crew sets ou
for the Coast Guard meet tro
Saturday.
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More Sports
Mermen Maul Wesleyan, Fall To M.I.T. Despite Strong Showing
The Trinity College Swim
squad crushed the Cardinals of
Wesleyan and were touched out by
the Worms of MIT this past week.
Coach Slaughter was very pleased
with the performances of his
swimmers especially against MIT
where Trin was supposed to be a
twenty-five point underdog.
On Wednesday night Trinity
swimming defeated Wesleyan for
the first time in fifteen years. The
mermen did it in grand fashion,
68-35. The tone of the meet was set
from the first event as Scott
Bowden, Franckie Wobst, Fritz
Eberle, and Kent Reilly broke the
school and pool record in the 400
yard Medley Relay with a time of
3:53.9. After this event, Trinity
swept three of the next four events
to go ahead 37-6 before the diving.
Randy Brainerd easily won the
required diving and the Cardinal's
were behind 42-6.
Hinton and Joe Lenny blistered
to a sweep of the 100 free, while
Brainerd won the other end of his

diving double to close out the
Trinity scoring at 65.
When the Worms of MIT
crawled into the Trowbridge Pool,
the Trinmen dug in. However, in
the 400 yd. Medley relay an MIT
swimmer unwittingly slipped off
the starting block causing the
disqualification of his team. Trin's
Medley Relay quartet of Bowden,
Wobst, Eberle, and Reilly won in
another new school and pool record
time of 3:53.4. The meet was one of
the most exciting dual meets ever
to take place in the Trowbridge
Pool as every race was close. Calgi
swam to a personal best of 11:26.3
in the 1000 taking second. MacDonald in the 200 free was savagely
touched out for first in an exciting
race. The tide turned as Hintokn
blazed to a win in the 50 with a time
of 23.0. The score of the meet stood
MIT 23, TRIN 20.
Randy Brainerd primed himself
like never before and upset MIT's
two All-American divers with a
beautiful first in the required

diving. Following a Tech sweep in
the 200 fly, Reilly and Hinton
burned home one-two to the
pleasure of the echoing homecrowd as all four swimmers
touched within a gasp. Bowden
followed with a phenomenal time of
2:08.9, two-tenths off the school
record, in winning the 200 Back.

However, the tide began to ebb
on Trin as MacDonald was just
touched out in the 500. Tech then
swept the 200 Breast. Brainerd
split the Tech divers in the optional
diving with another superb effort
but the Worms had clinched the
meet 47-59. Trin's 400 free relay
quartet won with a time of 3:24.1:

the best time for this relay in over a
decade.
The Ducks go on the road
for 3 straight, meets and with the
kind of performances that the
mermen have turned in this past
week they should emerge with a 6-1
record. Aloha.

Mermaids Even Record
The Trinity Women's Swim
Team was edged out by Wesleyan
lastWednesday evening, 69-61, in a
closely fought battle. Trinity took
the lead first, 7-0, after the 200 yd.
medley relay team of Anne
Montgomery, Denise Jones, Joy
Tomlinson and Lanier Drew won in
a record time of 2:04.8.
Freshman Leigh Mountford
placed second in the 500 yd.
frestyle and in the 100 yd. butterfly
and set two new records in the
process. In the 500 yd. freestyle,
Mountford shattered her own
record by 19 seconds with a time of
6:12.7 and in the 100 yd. butterfly
she broke the old record with a
clocking of 1:09.8.
Anne
Montgomery
was
touched out in the 50 yd.
backstroke with a time of :33.9, her
best this season. Wesleyan,
however, had amassed a 56-41 lead.
Montgomery placed second again

in the 100 yd. backstroke this time
setting a new school record of
1:13.9
The swimmin' women pulled
within 7 pts. of the lead after
Mountford and Tomlinson teamed
up for a 1-2 sweep in the 50 yd.
butterfly with times of :30.9 and
:31.4, respectively, and Jones took
a first in the 100 yd. breast stroke
with a time of 1:16.3.
Eseleyan surged further ahead,
69-54, after picking up 8 more pts.
with a first and second in the
optional diving since Trinity had no
entry in this event. However, in the
last event, the 200 yd. freestyle
relay team of Tomlinson, Montgomery, Mountford and drew
swam to a first place win with a
new school record of 1:52.3.
However, Trinity came up on the
short end of the final score, 69-61.
On Saturday afternoon three
school records were broken as the
Trin women slipped past MTT 64-

62. Co-capt. Lanier Drew' set a new
school record in the 100 yd. individual medley with a time of
1:09.9. Denise Jones captured first
in the 50 yd. breaststroke with a
time of :33.7 and' in the 100 yd.
breaststroke with a record time of
1:15.2.
Other first place winners for the
Trin women included: Joy
Tomlinson in the 50 yd. butterfly
with a new school record of :30.3,
Leigh Mountford in the 100 yd.
butterfly with a clocking of 1:14.6.
Anne Montgomery in the 100 yd,
backstroke with a time of 1:14.4,
and Sarah Barrett in the required
diving with a total score of 118.60.
Mountford also took second in
the 50 yd. butterfly to complete
another 1-2 sweep with Tomlinson
and in the 500 yd. freestyle event.
The women's next home swim
meet will be this Wednesday night,
February 8, against Smith College
at 7 p.m.

Hockey Falls To .500
by Nancy Lucas
The past week was a disappointing one for the hockey
Bantams. On Wednesday, they
dropped a league game to a muchimproved Amherst team, 6-5, and
on Saturday, Bryant College
defeated the Bants 9-5.
In Wednesday's game Trinity
was ahead twice by two goals only
to be tied and eventually overcome. Rick Margenot picked up
the first Trin goal when Clint
Brown's original shot drew the
goalie out of position, enabeling
Rick to score on an open net. With
Amherst's defense running around
in circles, George Brickley scored
one of his patented unassisted
goals. Bob Plumb also scored
unassisted. With Peter LawsonJohnston providing excitement,
Trin was ahead 3-1 at the end of the
first period.

In the second period, it was all
Amherst. Despite some brilliant
saves, goalie Walkowicz let in two,
and the score was tied at 3-3
In the second period, it was all
Amherst. Despite some brilliant
saves, goalie Walkowicz let in two
and the score was tied at 3-3.
George Brickley scored in the
third from an almost impossible
angle. Then Clint Brown tucked in
a rebound of Charlie LaLone's
initial shot. But Amherst came
back undaunted and wouldn't let
up. Result: Amherst 6, Trinity 5.
The Bryant game was fastpaced, hard-hitting, and close —
that is, until the third period.
Bob Plumb scored the first goal
only 54 seconds into the game. In
the second period, Tom Lenahan
scored three in a row on power
plays. Lenny got his hat trick when
he tied the score at 4-4 to end the

second period.
Brtyant then proceeded to
score 5 goals in the third period.
Despite solid play by Slattery,
Barnard, and Chase,, Trinity could
only muster one more goal and the
game ended as a 9-5 victory for
Bryant.
Because of the storm Monday's
game vs. Quinnipiac was postponed until next Monday, Feb. 13.
Wednesday vs. Fan-field, home, 8
pm.
CORRECTIONS! Last week it
was erroneously reported that
Brickley and Martin assisted on
Lawson-Johnston's goal vs. Nichols.
Those assists were in actuality
made by Dodge and Peters.
Brickley and Martin assisted on
Plumb's goal, Trin's third in that
game.

Mat Men Fall To Springfield, Brown
by Louis B. Meyers
The brevity of this article will
suggest Trinity's waning fortunes
on the wrestling mats this week. Co
Monday, the Bantams (a.), came
down en masse with the flu and
colds, and (b.), dropped every
match but one to Springfield's JV
in the first official SpringfieldTrinity meeting. The illness did not
prevent the wrestlers from
struggling gamely, but Dave
Brooks, wrestling his finest match
of the year, was the only Bantam to

win. Springfield forfeited to
Trinity's imposing heavyweight,
Brian ODonoghue.
On Saturday, the team travled
to Brown, where it was stunned by
a considerably improved Division I
school. The team captains, Chip
Meyers and Brian CDonoghue,
produced the only team points in
what can only be described as a day
best forgotten.
Trinity faces yet another difficult week ahead. Wednesday
night, it journeys down the road to
meet New England powerhouse

IMPORTANT MEETING FOR ALL 1978
MEN'S LACROSSE CANDIDATES
Tuesday, February 7th (That's TODAY) 5:00 pm
Tansill Room, Ferris Athletic Center.
If unable to attend contact Chet McPhee ext. 437
••uiyiv »;; or Gerry LaPlan|eext,24,lpr370,,,,. ,:,V

Central Conn., and Saturday the
Bantams will wrestle home (in the
wrestling room) against traditional
rival, Williams College. Any of
those hearty souls remaining over
Open Period, are encouraged to
come down and support the team.
PAPERSTYPED
CAMPUS EXTENSION 208

The Fencing Team evened Its record at 3-3 by defeating SMU and
UMalne this weekend at home. Stce Christmas they have also lost ot
Yale and Army, and have beaten tf.Gmn.
.photo by Peter Wilson

Trinity Prefers...

THE CORNER TAP
CAFE

college sport shop
SUPER WINNER
BANCROFT SQUASH RACQUET FULLY
STRUNG WITH TOURNAMENT NYION

SPECIAL
0NLY$1».W

.'; « fnrjru:

Britain Ave.
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Sports
Winning Week For Bantam Basketball
Both Varsity Teams Take 2 Of 3
Men Crush Cardinals,
Upset Union
by John Mayo
On December 7th, Trinity upset
Amherst to record their First win.
Fifty-four days and six games later
they pulled off another upset to
register their second victory against seven losses. That is a long
time between drinks of water, but
what made the win even more
refreshing was the fact that it came
at the expense of arch rival
Wesleyan, who had already beat
the Bantams earlier in the season.

hoopster was giving away exactly
half a foot. Needless to say, Trinity
was badly beaten on the boards,
56-31. .
Both teams started out slowly.
Amherst drilled in a few buckets
from downtown and Art Blake
countered with a couple of hoops
from the corner. However, nobody
else was connecting for Trinity
while the Lord Jeffs scored 8
unanswered points. Amherst employed an effective sagging zone

m

Steve Krasker takes to the air against Amherst, as Artie Blake and
John Bridge look on.
photo by Suwathin Phiansunthon
Still later in the same week, the defense which gaye Trinity-an open
scrappy Bantams pulled another s h o t at the top of the key.
upset, topping the Union power- Unfortunately, none of the Bantam
house 68-66, These two triumphs, shooters could take advantage of
combined with a loss to Amherst t h i s ° P e n a r e a u n t i l G e o r g e S m i t h
gave the varsity basketball team a d r ' P P e d i n a bucket.Thus Amherst
went to the locker room with a
successful 2-1 week.
To acheive the victory over 43-28 lead. Amherst was getting 3
Wesleyan, Trinity combined bal- and 4 shots at the top of the hoop to
anced scoring (4 out of 5 starters in Trinity's 1. Blake and Smith
double figures), clutch foul shoot- combined for 16 of the team's 28
ing (12-15 in the final 2:43), a slight -points.
„, _ ,
. ^ . , „ .
6
Th
The
" Bantams started the 2nd
rebounding edge (40-38) and a
tough, ball hawking defense to half as if they had discovered the
right combination. Trinity hit their
upend the Cardinals, 77-65.
first 3 shots-bombs by Jackie
The game's #1 star had to be
Thompson, Steve Krasker, and
5'8" Steve Krasker. The little floor
Dave Whalen to get back in the
general controlled the ball down
game. Five minutes into the
the wire and shot free throws as if
period, the huge Amherst lead had
he had ice water in his veins, Half
been whittled to only 4 points, the
of his season high 16 points came in
home team even had several
the final 3 minutes of the contest
chances to cut the lead even further
and they all were from the line.
thanks to several Amherst turn(8-9). Overall, the Bantams hit a
overs. But the Bantams couldn't
poor 58% from the line but hit
get the clutch hoop. Amherst then
12-15 in the clutch. Trinity also
lit up the Scoreboard with some
enjoyed a 46-38% shooting advanlong-range shooting opening up a
tage over Wesleyan. Also making
60-49 lead with 8 minutes to play.
contributions were Artie Blake who
Trinity responded with their second
matched Krasker with 16 points
comeback. The attack was spurred
and Dave Whalen and Larry Wells
on by a tap in by Bob Rosenfield on
who chipped in with 14 and 12
an easy Blake layup off a Larry
points respecticely.
Wells steal, and a pair of free
On Thursday night, the Bants
throws by Whalen. However, down
turned in a gutsy effort before
the stretch, Trinity was forced to
falling to a huge Amherst ballclub,
attack the ball which resulted in an
80-67. When 5M0" Artie Blake
Amherst parade to the foul line
squared off to jump center with a
where there they canned 13-15
6'8" Lord Jeff, the home fans
attempts to put the game out of
didn't need Jimmy the Greek to tell
reach. Trinity was paced by Blake's
them that Trinity would have major
18 points and Whaien's 17 markers.
problems on the boards. The
Also, George Smith displayed a
Amherst starting five was 30 inches
touch from the outside, netting
tajler than the Bantam's starting nice
8 points.
unit. In other words, each Trinity
Saturday,
the
Bantams

Women Wallop Wesleyan,
Vanquish Vassar

traveled to Union for an exciting
late afternoon game. Trinity outhustled a taller, fancier team and
won the close game with sheer
aggressiveness and pinpoint
shooting. Whalen lead the Bantam
scorers with 17 points, 8 for 9.
Larry Wells had 12. Artie Blake
played a fantastic game, and
scored 14 points.
Union was impressive. They
sunk a forty footer just before the
half, but Trinity held tenaciously to
its lead. Up by 3 points with a
second remianing, Artie Blake was
called on a techinical foul. Union
made the single point, and got the
ball at half court. They tried a long
pass to the corner, but George
Smith knocked the ball out of
bounds and the game was Trinity's, 68-66.
The J.V. hoopsters played their
3rd straight close game in
dropping a 66-65 decision to
Wesleyan. The Bantams had a
chance to record their 4th win but a
last second shot was off target.
Instead, they suffered their 3rd
defeat.
On Thursday night, the club
dropped their 3rd {game in a row,
89-70 to Amherst. Unfortunately,
Trinity couldn't put the ball in the
hoop down the stretch while the
Lord Jeffs were rolling to victory.
Four of Trinity's starters scored in
double figures: Bertolini was high
with 19 points, Dudley had 15 (10 in
the 2nd half), Gabor had a dozen
(all but 2 in the first half), and
Baird contributed 10 markers.

The Women's Basketball team
evened their record this week with
impressive victories over Conn.
College and Vassar before bowing
to Sacred Heart and falling to 3
wins, 4 losses.
The Conn, game, despite what
seems to be a lopsided victory,
81-54, was physically the toughest
game of the season. A wild pace
was set from the start when both
teams came out pressing, but
Trinity countered with a free lance
offense that worked well. Lanier
Drew scored a career high 20
points. In addition, three other
players hit double figures: Nacy
MdDermott, 17, Cindy Higgins, 16,

and Lisa Bourget, 14. A highlight
of the game was the excellent play
of sophmore guard Jane Dwight
who came in to spark Trinity when
the Bantams began to look a little
ragged.
The women's third victory came
over Vassar, 64-53. The Bants
played well and broke Vassar's
zone defense with a well-balanced
offensive attack. Once again,
Dwight played a fine game and
came off the bench to help Trinity
as they found themselves in foul
trouble. A well-played first half
gave the women a 35-19 lead and in
the second half, Trinity kept the
pressure on to secure the victory.
McDermott led the scoring with 23
points, Bourget and Higgins following with 17 and 16 points
respectively.
The final game of the week saw
the Bants fall to Sacred Heart,
63-41. The woen played their finest
defensive game of the season
despite the loss. The tall and
powerful Sacred Heart team scored
only 26 points in the first half and
o. yet still led as Trinity's shots just
| did not click. A good point of the
% game was the return of Cathy
c1 Anderson after an ankle injury, k
ft hot streak in the second half for
I Sacred Heart and foul trouble for
1 Trinity allowed the visitors to take a
1 large lead and even the 100%
I shooting frokm the floor of Anne
| Madarasz was not enough as
Trinity saw its 3-game winning
streak come to an end.
Before closing, the play of
freshmen Holly Doremus and Debbie Davis should be commended as
Lisa bourget goes np with a shot they are both extremely important
to Trinity's success.
against Sacred Heart.

1

-4*.

Women Squash Middlebury, U. Penn
by Trlna Abbott
This past Thursday Women's
Varsity Squash had a double match
against Middlebury and U.Penn.
Three hours later they had swept
both, 9-0 and 7-0 respectively.
Middlebury proved to be
tougher competition than they had
been the previous Saturday. This
made it all more exciting to play
and to watch, many of the matches
going the full five games. But

Trinity managed to finish on top in
all of them.
U.Penn, did not pose so much
of a problem. Almost all the
matches were won in three, and the
Bantams managed an easy victory.
This left the Varsity record at 3-1
4-1.
The J.V. shut out Westminster
by a lopsided 7-0. The team has
some fast rookies along with
strong returnees from last year,

and so far they have proven
themselves unbeatable.
Over the weekend the women
participated in the Howe cup
Tournament. The Trinity A Team
(the top five) came in 7th out of 18.
The B Team came in third out ot
the same number in their division
(#s 6,7, and 8).
If anyone is going to be around
during open period there are lots ot
squash matches: Sat. vs. Princeton, Thursday vs. Brown. The Jv
matches are Sat. vs. Kent and
Wed. vs. Millbrook. Come on
down.

Racqueteers
Ramble On

Ntna McLane performing valuably on the squash conrt.
photo by Suwathiri Phiansunthorr

The Men's Squash team
travelled to Yale on Wednesday
and were shut out 9-0. Despite
valiant efforts by the racqueteers
Trin couldn't shake the tenacious
Eli powerhouse.
Over the weekend the Bantams
participated in the Wesleyan
Round-Robin Tourney, In the first
round they shut out the Cardinals
9 0 . Then they dropped an exciting
match to Stony Brook, the eventual
tournament winners, 5-4. The nex
day they beat Cornell 7-2 ana
Franklin & Marshall 9-0.
The entire team, despite
occassional setbacks, has Pei
formed solidly.
Next match at home: Friday vs.
MXT.

